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Abstract 

This master thesis deals with the phenomenon of Westernization of pop culture 

in mainland China on the example of the Chinese adapted version of the Talent Show 

China’s Got Talent. (CHGT) In its theoretical part it outlines the overall globalizing and 

Westernizing tendencies and sets a theoretical framework of the main terminology of 

media studies. The research goal of the thesis was to analyze the audience reception of 

CHGT in China and their ideas and views on pop culture The research goal is included 

in the broader context of cultural imperialism theories and the specifics of talent and 

reality shows are elaborated. Furthermore a historical overview of the evolution of pop 

culture in mainland China is provided. 

In the practical part, the applied methodological approaches and their potential 

strengths and weaknesses are described. A basic thematic analysis of certain selected 

social media like Weibo, QQ and Baidu was conducted. The two versions of the adapted 

Got Talent format were compared as far as the formal features are concerned, the 

British version of Britain’s Got Talent and the Chinese adaptation China’s Got Talent. 

Moreover qualitative in-depth interviews with Chinese respondents in the PRC and the 

UK were performed. The group in the UK served as a control group for comparison and 

the main focus was on the audience reception of China’s Got Talent and their overall 

ideas and experiences concerning Chinese pop culture products and celebrities as 

opposed to Western ones. 

 

 

 

 



  

Abstrakt 

  Tato diplomová práce se zabývá fenoménen westernizace popové kultury na 

území pevninské Číny a zkoumá ji na příkladu čínské adaptace talentové show China’s 

Got Talent. (CHGT) V teoretické části nastiňuje obecné globalizační a westernizační 

tendence a poskytuje teoretické ukotvení hlavních pojmů mediálních studií. 

Výzkumným cílem této práce je analýza divácké recepce CHGT v Číně a nastínění 

názorů respondentů na popovou kulturu. Problematika je zasazena do širšího kontextu 

teorií kulturního imperialismu a dále jsou popsána specifika talentových a reality show. 

Práce také poskytuje historický přehled vývoje populární kultury na území pevninské 

Číny.  

 V praktické části jsou popsány silné a slabé stránky aplikovaných 

metodologických postupů. V této práci byla provedena obecná tematická analýza 

vybraných sociálních médií jako je Weibo, QQ nebo Baidu. Rovněž byly porovnány 

dvě verze adaptací formátu „Got Talent,“ britská verze Britain’s Got Talent a čínská 

adaptace China’s Got Talent. Dále byly uskutečněny kvalitativní hloubkové rozhovory 

s čínskými respondenty pobývajícími na území Čínské lidové republiky a na území 

Velké Británie. Skupina respondentů ve Velké Británii sloužila jako kontrolní skupina 

pro srovnání a hlavní zaměření bylo na recepci CHGT a na obecné názory respondentů 

a jejich zkušenosti týkající se popové kultury a celebrit v Číně ve srovnání se 

západními. 
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Introduction 

The process of globalization is in no regard a one-way tunnel but can be seen as 

two-way process of mutual influence, although without doubt one of the currents tends 

to be stronger. The specifics of adapting global formats in the Chinese context points 

not only to the localization strategy system but is also a perfect example of how a “host” 

nation’s particular televisual environment impacts the way in which formats are 

adapted.1 This is a crucial shift in understanding China not as a “colonized” pop culture 

sphere dominated by Western media production giants, but as an essential partner in the 

process of creating meanings. Even a seemingly fixed global format of Western origin 

acquires a whole new substance in this new cultural domain where various 

undercurrents of the region are in play. This thesis attempts to portray the adaptation of 

a global TV format on the background of Asian mentality and pop-culture. It strives to 

demonstrate that the situation is neither black and white like the earlier theories of 

cultural imperialism would have us think, especially in regards to such a powerful Asian 

counterpart, which may be viewed as a regional center itself. “As China plays an 

increasingly prominent part in world politics and economics, there is even greater 

incentive to learn more about the country and its people.2” The fact that China matters 

more and more on the international scale makes the Chinese an extremely tempting 

target group of potential consumers of pop-culture contents.  

This thesis contrasts the Chinese adaptation with the British version in terms of 

differences of the actual visual format adaptation and the audience reception by Chinese 

viewers in the two respective countries, Chinese residing in the PRC and Chinese living 

in Britain. As opposed to the proposed structure, the part of TV Broadcasting in the UK 

will be left out because the UK only serves as control group. It would cause the thesis to 

be too broad in scope and it could potentially lead to diverted attention of the focus. It is 

not necessary delve into its history since the beginnings of broadcasting in Britain are 

widely known as opposed to the Chinese ones. The primary sources such as discussions 

and the content of the show itself are analyzed in Chinese and English. As for the 

secondary sources, since most of the sources concerning Asian pop culture and the 

newer media studies publications are accessible in English, the author decided to write 

the dissertation in English. This is mainly to retain the accuracy of the given theoretical 

                                                 
1 Tasha Oren and Sharon Shahaf, eds., Global Television Formats: Understanding Television across Borders (NY: 

Routledge, 2012), 17. 
2 Kevin Latham, Pop culture China! Media, Arts and Lifestyle (Santa Barbara: ABC Clio, 2007), 1. 
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background and to facilitate the whole process without losing meanings within the 

various language levels. 

The goal was to identify westernizing tendencies versus the recipient’s countries 

impact on the content and to highlight the importance of regional centers for the 

production of media. The main exploratory focus of the thesis is the audience the 

reception of CHGT in the PRC and the intent is to gain deeper knowledge of the young 

people’s understanding of the talent show and its concrete strategies. Furthermore also 

their opinion regarding the role of the jury, their ideas about celebrities and how in 

general they view Western and Chinese popular culture are elaborated. The second 

group of Chinese in the UK serves as a control group to contrast it with, that is the 1st, 

2nd and 3rd generation of Chinese living in the UK. Moreover a comparative analysis of 

the two adaptations is also carried out and a greater diversity and multiculturality as far 

as the contestants are concerned is expected in Britain’s Got Talent.  

There is no doubt that Chinese media contents are being Westernized and thus 

also the perception of the image of a celebrity and the expectation of media products 

may to a certain extent mirror this. However, in the Chinese environment it is also 

crucial to understand China not only as a subject but moreover also as an active agent as 

far as the sphere of influence is concerned. In terms of regional supremacy, Chinese 

media products including the territories of Hong Kong and Taiwan (which produce 

many high-quality pop culture content)3 are extremely powerful players in terms of 

Asian media production and regional hegemony.  

Moreover, due to its long-lasting cultural history, isolation and the reluctance to 

be influenced and “humiliated4” by the West (remnants of the communist doctrine), 

China also holds on to strict rules and quota as to the imported foreign media content. 

China only allows in content of popular culture that is apolitical and serves as 

entertainment and only those media productions that the CCP allows to work within its 

framework can in the end be successful on the Chinese market regardless of the artistic 

quality. The bottom line is that what is aired in China happens so only because the 

government allows it to do so. Chinese ruling elites do not want the media to be 

overwhelmed with Western content, and the focus on domestic creative output as a 

manifestation of soft power is extremely important for their concept of soft power. This 

may also be partially present in the thinking of the audience. 

                                                 
3 Not meant politically but culturally and sharing the same language 
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 Whether we believe, that the export of Asian media products to Western 

consumers can increase despite the cultural differences or whether we reject the notion, 

it is still a reality that is currently being pursued by the government. The policy of 

increasing the influence of China and its soft power, more specifically through media, 

remains a priority of the Chinese Communist Party. On the domestic scene of pop-

culture its real impact marks the formation of a globalized national Chinese version 

which supports the establishment and does not challenge the political status quo. It does 

however offer plurality and multiculturality in the arts. Chinese audience moreover 

welcomes and feels comfortable with this kind of globalized national version of Chinese 

pop culture. 

  

1. Globalization 

Globalization is a word that almost inevitably pervades various discourses. It is 

an omnipresent notion which is commonly associated with negative connotations but 

when one delves deeper under the surface, a satisfactory definition is but missing. “Why 

even study globalization? It’s a vague, opaque, difficult and frankly ugly word.” 5 is the 

opening of Lule’s argument about the globalized world we live in today. The argument 

proceeds to elaborate on the importance of globalization with respect to communication, 

since media and globalization inevitably go hand in hand, and the relationship and effect 

on one another is indisputable. The media and globalization according to Tomlinson are 

an inherent part of human nature and experience, yet many perceive it as something 

deviant and distorted. Tomlinson sees it as a complex connectivity which in essence is a 

new developing “social life network full of increasingly dense interconnections and 

interdependencies.” 6  The basic premise of understanding it as something negative 

prevents us from being able to look upon it critically. In the academic discourse, it is 

vital to comprehend it as something we ourselves created and are a part of. When 

dealing with globalization, theorists mention economic, cultural and political factors 

however in the schools of globalization thought, the role of communications is 

oftentimes neglected. Most commonly it is being encompassed in the superordinate 

                                                                                                                                               
4 Refering to the century of humiliaton of China due to the intervention and imperialism of Japan and the Western 

powers. (CCP stress on the sovereignity and integrity of China) 
5 Jack Lule, Media & Globalization: Global Village of Babel (Maryland: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, Inc., 

2012), 4. 
6 John Tomlinson, Globalization and Culture (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1999), 1. 
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category of culture and the role of the communications and media is very vague.7 The 

biggest identified issue is the fact that the cultural of aspect of globalization receives the 

smallest attention from scholars outside the media discipline, who instead regard the 

political and economic forces as the decisive ones. The important causes are mostly 

associated with the economic relations although with the absence of media, the 

economic factor of globalization could never even be facilitated. 

The challenges one comes across when trying to define this complex aspect of 

the modern world is when definitions of social scientists often blur with the 

consequences and the negative outlook becomes the definition itself. It is the typical 

case of “everyone knows about it but no one can really define it successfully.” This 

chimera of modern society seems to elude any clear answers and is surrounded by a lot 

of overly negativist connotations. Globalization is a “process in which worldwide 

economic, political, cultural and social relations have become increasingly mediated 

across time and space. 8 ” The reference to the process of mediation is especially 

significant. As time progresses, the territorial boundaries seem to be of lesser 

importance than ever before. The first author who mentioned the closer proximity in 

space in the future and the breaking down of distribution boundaries of capital was 

Marx. He predicted it in his unfinished manuscript Grundrisse, which was later 

published in 1857. The term itself underwent a shift in thinking, whereas the primary 

stage dealt with the sole existence of the phenomena, the second stage occupied itself 

with its consequences and the third phase discussed its negative effects. “Globalization 

is a fecund concept in its capacity to generate speculations, hypotheses and powerful 

social images and metaphors, which reach far beyond the bare social facts.9”  

Among the globalization studies theorists, three schools of thought which can be 

identified according to Held et al. in the book Global transformations, Politics, 

Economy and Culture are the hyperglobalizers, the sceptics and the transformalists.10 

The first group claim that everything is moving in a fast lane towards the downfall of 

traditional boundaries, the second group regard globalization as a myth and the third 

group view it as a central driving force behind all economic, cultural and political 

                                                 
7 Terhi Rantanen, The Media and Globalization (London: Sage Publications Ltd., 2005), 4. 
8 Terhi Rantanen, The Media and Globalization (London: Sage Publications Ltd., 2005), 8. 
9 John Tomlinson, Globalization and Culture (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1999), 2. 
10 David Held et al, Global Transformations: Politics and Economy and Culture (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 

1999), 2. 
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change.11 The approach to globalization which each researcher chooses largely impacts 

the way he or she analyzes the media products and their nature. This is also true for the 

theorists’ cultural background and political orientation, which is also a determining 

force of the direction of analyses. This is especially true when dealing with the notion of 

the “other” being contrasted with “our” through a normative approach.  

 

1.1 Media globalization 

One of the central figures as far as the field of media globalization is Marshall 

McLuhan and his understanding of the world as a “global village,”12 referring to the 

approximation of distances through technology and the influence of the various parts on 

one another in terms of a large community of users. However even in this village 

metaphor, we understand the potential of certain members being more influential and 

dominant than others. In our understanding, it is the West as the focal point of a 

normative approach towards the “other,” in this case Asia. McLuhan’s prediction and 

forecast was however rather a positive one, as he saw it as something unifying and a 

transition means of bringing the world closer together. He saw it as a tool of uniting all 

the different languages and the different perspectives. The author nevertheless suggests 

that electronic media have created a rather diverse, incongruent and multifocal and very 

often confusing place that can be terrifying.13  

Building on earlier theories of space transformation, the eventual decline of the 

traditional time and space boundaries is a by-product of tertiary media and facilitates the 

new requirements of a globalized world. The concept of interconnectedness is a result of 

the ways of thinking regarding the transformation theories of space. These would 

include mainly David Harvey’s notion of “time space compression.”14 This refers to any 

process which changes the qualities of the relationship between time and space.15 It 

builds upon the Marxist existing theories of annihilation of time and space. This is most 

often a result of capitalistic technological inventions, very often referring to 

                                                 
11 David Held et al, Global Transformations: Politics and Economy and Culture (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 

1999), 2. 
12 Marshall McLuhan, The Gutenberg Galaxy: the Making of Typographic Man (New York: New American Library, 

1969). 
13 Marshall McLuhan, The Gutenberg Galaxy: the Making of Typographic Man (New York: New American Library, 

1969). 
14 David Harvey, The Condition of Postmodernity: an Enquiry into the Origins of Cultural Change. (Cambridge: 

Blackwell, 1990). 
15 David Harvey, The Condition of Postmodernity: an Enquiry into the Origins of Cultural Change. (Cambridge: 

Blackwell, 1990). 
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technologies of communication and thus being able to overcome spatial barriers and 

connecting the world. Giddens refers to the term as “time-space distanciation”16 which 

means that social systems seem to stretch across time and space.17 This allows people 

who are absent and present to communicate with each other and therefore the 

interconnectedness and interaction is greater than ever before. This theory rejects the 

notion of social communities as bound and Giddens believes it is vital to understand 

time and space distanciation as a fundamental building block of social behavior. 

What this thesis suggests is that media globalization should be neither 

approached as something inherently negative nor as something positive, but as a social 

phenomenon which should be carefully studied and applied to various academic fields. 

Globalization on one hand is the process of bringing cultural and political aspects closer 

to one another. On the other hand however, as my thesis will argue, without necessarily 

losing the specifics and unique characteristics of each respective culture and 

communication mode, as this is the aspect I tend to focus on predominantly.  

Another interesting approach worth mentioning in regard to this notion is 

Robertson’s term “glocalization,” which is also brought up by Fung in his research work 

in China in Global Capital, Local Culture.18 Glocalization wishes to explicitly point out 

that the overall trend is not to move toward a uniform society but it stresses “the 

universalizing tendencies and the particularizing tendencies at once.”19 The replacement 

of globalization by “glocalization” pinpoints the fact that local is part of the global and 

that the society is not going to evolve into an identical and homogenized one. Quite on 

the contrary, the intercultural bonds are going to be strengthened and forged in the 

process. It is a process of the local assigning meaning to the global and a mechanism of 

selection and consumption based on the respective local needs. Glocalizing strategies 

emphasize the importance of local specifics and adaptations based on the local 

environment on a global scale. Glocalization according to Robertson involves “the 

construction of increasingly differentiated consumers, the invention of consumer 

tradition,20” which essentially promotes a mediated plurality. The term most importantly 

strives to point out that the two usually viewed as opposing forces of homogenization 

                                                 
16 Philip Cassell, ed., The Giddens Reader (London: Macmillan, 1993). 
17 Philip Cassell, ed. The Giddens reader. London: Macmillan, 1993. Page 185. 
18 Anthony Fung Y. H, ed., Global Capital, Local Culture (New York: Peter Lang, 2008), 194. 
19 Roland Robertson, Harvard Business Review 1997 
20 Mike Featherstone, Scott Lash and Roland Robertson, eds., Global Modernities (London: Sage Publications Ltd., 

1995), 9. 
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and heterogenization can in fact function simultaneously in the process. It does not have 

to be the question of one over the other.  

 

1.1.1 Globalization of TV formats 

To define the word TV format means to cast away many misinterpretations and 

dubious ideas regarding the production of identical content in different parts of the 

world. By its nature of being adapted to different cultural contexts, it is impossible for 

the product to be identical. “TV program formats are capable of producing new 

elements that expand the range of possible applications or adaptations. The spin-off 

program is both new and original but it seeds and potential is seen to lie in the pre-

existing program format.21” The TV format creates a map of countries of where the 

product is applied, some of the formal features must be retained however and these are 

further built upon to create new features and aspects. In the book Understanding the 

Global TV Format Moran compares the TV formats to cooking recipes, where the crust 

remains the same but the filling changes every time.22 There are multiple overlapping 

layers and features of TV formats, which usually include aspects like sound, logo, the 

general framing of the show, the key motifs and these are all now part of copyright 

laws. For example, there have been some issues between the Idol format 

(FremantleMedia, 19 Entertainment, Walt Disney Company) and the Got Talent format 

(FremantleMedia, SYCOtv, Thames), which allegedly shared more features than just by 

mere coincidence. This can be a tricky aspect as to define how many features can be 

shared for it to violate the law and if it draws too much inspiration from the other. So in 

essence Moran suggests that it does not have to lead to standardization but quite on the 

contrary may lead to the expression and articulation of the local specifics.  

“Hybrid programming becomes a key strategy to meet the rising demand for 

programs that contain the elements of the global, yet are charged with local relevance in 

terms of language, themes, actors and contexts.”23  This type of hybrid programing 

allows the show to combine effectively both the global and local elements and thus 

making it part of the standardized general framework of the format, but at the same time 

creating a locally relevant product that will attract the attention of the audience. This 

                                                 
21 Albert Moran and Justin Malbon, Understanding the Global TV Format, (Oregon: Intellect Books, 2006), 20. 

[Cited from Gitlin Thompson, 2003] 
22 Albert Moran and Justin Malbon, Understanding the Global TV Format, (Oregon: Intellect Books, 2006), 21. 

[Cited from Gitlin Thompson, 2003] 
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involves the rhetoric used, jokes and allusions made by the hosts and nationally relevant 

symbolisms. It can also simply mean the choice of the jury, the personality of the host 

or the archetypes of the winners and losers. This will then also quite possibly mirror 

different expectations of the audience and possibly lead a different discourse with the 

fan bases. According to poststructuralist media scholars such as Bhabha, the TV format 

allows to create “a liminal space between the local and global where this interstitial 

passage between fixed identifications opens up the possibility of a cultural hybridity that 

entertains difference without an assumed or imposed hierarchy24” It becomes a mixture 

of both elements without the aftertaste of foreign imperialist cultural dominance. What 

can be seen as specific for the Chinese adaptations, is the strong stress on national and 

cultural allusions whereas in Britain’s Got Talent it seems there is a featured 

multiculturality and plurality of the contestants. There are not as many elements that 

could potentially be identified as patriotic elements unlike in the Chinese version.  

 

1.2. Cultural imperialism 
 

The very general and broad definition refers mainly to the sphere of symbolic 

influence which more powerful nations have over less powerful and developed ones. 

One of the founding fathers of this stream of critical thinking was Herbert Schiller, who 

mainly dealt with the influence of American culture on other cultures. He argued that as 

opposed to the earlier imperialist military power domination by the UK over other 

territories, the US later on took over this domination but not through colonizing. This 

was achieved through economic influence and domination of the communication 

sphere.25  

There are many primary influences but the most common ones stem from 

Marxist critical theory. The idea is that a set of cultural values and products from the 

more influential nations will be imposed upon the less powerful ones. This will then 

result in a situation of cultural hegemony. The more powerful ones are usually the 

Western predominantly English speaking countries and the whole world is predicted to 

approach standardization and ultimately move towards a uniform culture. In the early 

theories of cultural imperialism, it was also the North South divide established on 

                                                                                                                                               
23 Divya C Mc Millin. International Media Studies (Malden: Blackwell Publishing Ltd., 2007), 112. 
24 Divya C Mc Millin, International Media Studies (Malden: Blackwell Publishing Ltd., 2007), 4. [Cited from 

Bhabha 1994] 
25Colin Sparks, „China, Soft Power and Imperialism,“ in  Routledge Handbook of Chinese Media, eds. Gary D. 

Rawnsley and Ming-yeh T. Rawnsley (Oxon, Routledge, 2015), 30. 
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grounds of discussions in the UN about the socio-economic divide. The North being the 

developed countries such as the US, Canada, Western Europe and the developed parts 

of Asia and Australia and the South being Africa, Latin America, the Middle East and 

so on. In this division, the North has a much lower population but controls most of the 

world income and the South is the exact opposite, that is a larger population and no 

influence over most of the world finances. This is in direct connection with the cultural 

hegemony, dominance over the media and is directly proportional to the possibility of 

accessing media and having the technological capacities. This further supported the 

theory that the wealthy ruling party, in this case the “North” is imposing its rule even in 

the fields of information flow over the poor and backward “South.” Another important 

thinker to mention is Joseph Nye26 and his term of “soft power,” which he predicted 

would become equally important to hard power (military coercive power). Soft power 

meaning the overall cultural influence as a constituent of the international discourse, 

which complements the cultural imperialism hypothesis. Cultural imperialism ideology 

perceives local and authentic culture in many parts of the world as being replaced by a 

“mass of obtrusive and possibly low quality media contents which originate in the 

United States.” 27  Tomlinson argues that the problem with such a definition is the 

portrayed unity and coherence of ideas and perspectives, as it offers merely a one-fold 

view, whereas in reality there are multiple approaches. Tomlinson also adds, that in 

terms of having a definition for cultural imperialism, an implied speaker is then referred 

to, so in reality there is no easy definition of cultural imperialism. Who would the 

implied speaker be and from which title would he be the preferred narrator?  

The author instead chooses to refer to cultural imperialism as a certain kind of 

discourse. That means that there is no universal form of cultural imperialist dominance, 

however there are many various articulations of it, depending on the location and time. 

Cultural imperialism however does not only allude to media products but moreover to 

the very means of expressing oneself. For example writing in English for an English-

speaking audience already has certain prejudices and necessarily takes a stand without 

the author even realizing and becomes a part of an unspoken normative approach. It is 

undeniable that cultural convergence to a certain degree is taking place, however it does 

not create a uniform world with identical aspects across regions. The most problematic 

                                                 
26 Joseph S. Nye, Soft power: the Means to Success in World Politics (New York: Public Affairs, 2004).  
27  John Tomlinson, Cultural Imperialism: A Critical Introduction (London: Continuum, 1991), 8. [Cited from 

Tunstall] 
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feature of cultural imperialism is its stress on the essentially negative influence of 

predominantly Western created media products on the passive non-Western victims. 

The whole theory evolution of the geo-cultural flows is an interesting example of 

how the theory of cultural imperialism has been revised and then rejected over time 

from the original one sided dominating flow from the center to the periphery, to 

counter-flow and then to the revised and what became the modern multi-centric 

perspective of regional cultural influence centers.28 Furthermore cultural imperialism 

also originated at a time where there was comparative mass media scarcity so of course 

the media theories had been revised over time.29 But as time went on, important cultural 

industries in the South were created and regional centers expanded to places such as 

India, Hong Kong, Egypt, China, Brazil and Mexico.30 This supports the idea of this 

thesis, that it can no longer be perceived as a one sided flow and that important regional 

centers are battling for the influence with the global networks. The problem of the 

cultural imperialism theories is also regarding especially large players such as Brazil 

and China, simply due to their sheer size and the fact that they already have their long 

established own cultural traditions and resources. The modern state of media reality 

may suggest that the answer is cultural and media hybrid programing, where all the 

influences are combined to produced one all-encompassing media product customized 

for the modern audience. 

                                                 
28 Myung-Jin Park and James Curran, De-Westernizing media studies (New York: Routledge, 2000). 
29 Robert S. Fortner and P. Mark Fackler, The Handbook of Media and Mass Communication Theory, 2 Volume Set 

(New Jersey: Wiley Blackwell, 2014) 
30 Robert S. Fortner and P. Mark Fackler, The Handbook of Media and Mass Communication Theory, 2 Volume Set 

(New Jersey: Wiley Blackwell, 2014) 
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2. Pop Culture in Asia 

This thesis presumes the understanding of basic terms encompassed in the nature 

of the field of media studies, which is why it shall not dedicate a separate chapter to 

defining popular culture. It does however need to outline its specifics and demonstrate 

the potential pitfalls in the academic discourse. According to Fiske “Popular culture is 

not consumption, it is culture – the active process of generating and circulating 

meanings and pleasures within a social system. 31 ” He claims that from its core 

characteristics, popular culture cannot be created by the industry but has to be created 

by the people themselves to become “popular.” Moreover it has to be mainly relevant to 

their “immediate social situation,” otherwise it will never have the desired impact. This 

is also the explanation of why certain pop-culture contents may work effectively across 

borders and become global pop-culture products. This is because the audience will find 

some elements that are also relevant to them, whereas other products will only be 

successful within their own regional sphere of influence. Naturally the very opposite 

case may also apply, where the audience may not find immediate relevant stimuli and 

could therefore potentially reject the media content. The very title of the book by 

Shirley Fedorak32 already suggests the crucial foundation of popular culture, namely 

that it is a part of everyday life. “It is the sum of performance, expression and 

symbolism that both influences and reflects human culture.33” Popular culture is the 

mirror of the present way of life which is then vice versa influenced by the pop-culture 

products.  

The main challenges when dealing with this field of study is the ridicule and 

connotations of low and unimportant which popular culture is often labelled with, one 

of the first was F.R. Leavis who divided culture into high-brow (classic texts) and low-

brow (popular culture products), 34  a notion being rejected by most modern media 

scholars. The problem of ridiculing pop-culture as something stupid and trash still 

prevents a lot of the research being taken seriously. One of the fiercest critics of popular 

culture are the representatives of the Neo-Marxist Frankfurt school, mainly Theodor 

Adorno, Max Horkheimer, Erich Fromm and Herbert Marcuse. They accuse the 

                                                 
31 John Fiske, Understanding Popular Culture (Oxon: Routledge, 2011), 24. 
32 Shirley Fedorak, Pop Culture:The Culture of Everyday (Toronto: University of Toronto Incorporated Press, 2009). 
33 Shirley Fedorak, Pop Culture:The Culture of Everyday (Toronto: University of Toronto Incorporated Press, 2009). 
34 F.R. Leavis, „Mass Civilisation and Minority Culture,“ in An Introductory Guide to Cultural Theory and Popular 

Culture, ed. John Storey (Athens GA: University of Georgia Press, 1993). 
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capitalist regime of creating a culture industry,35 which turns people into passive victims 

and leads to standardization during which the original aura of the piece of art is 

gradually being lost.36 They refer to processes like alienation and commodification of 

culture which are all being governed by the industrial formula. People are turned into 

“one dimensional” beings in modern society and they therefore lack the ability of a 

critical approach. In reality the culture industry offers them no freedom of choice.  

The whole phenomenon of Asian pop-culture very often receives a “kitsch” 

undertone as one immediately brings to mind K-Pop from South Korea or animated 

videogames and Manga from Japan. “The chimera of Asian pop culture is perhaps 

perceived as something cute, something eerie, something fancy and something exotic as 

opposed to the complex and well-stablished symbols and icons of Western popular 

imageries”37 As Fung mentions, there is no unified form of popular culture in Asia. 

What we are experiencing are various diverse forms of pop culture such as “those 

mainly connected to global production, a few culturally indigenous forms that 

consciously disconnect and distinguish themselves from the West and stand out in the 

global market, many hybrid forms that lie in between the continuum of global-local 

production and circulation networks, and even some elaborate cultural forms and 

products that can be converted to something global for certain situations. 38 ” An 

important influence on China was Korea and the pioneers in the Chinese speaking world 

of pop culture were from the very beginning Taiwan and Hong Kong. Their successful 

creative output was a result of the different political circumstances and the fact that 

mainland China was isolated from all foreign influences and was tied together by 

propaganda and ideological restrictions. Pop culture in the Mao era as will be shown in 

latter chapters was not creative and was not supposed to fulfill the role of entertainment. 

It served as a tool of ideological leftist indoctrination. In the 1980’s pop-culture was 

very much dominated by Hong Kong’s output which influenced not only China’s 

production but moreover the production all over South-East Asia. 39  It became an 

important regional culture center. 

                                                 
35 Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer, The Dialectic of Enlightenment, ed. Gunzelin Schmid Noerr (California: 

Stanford, 2002). 
36 Walter Benjamin, The Work of Art in the Age ofMechanical Reproduction (USA: Prism Key Press, 2010). 
37 Anthony Y.H. Fung, Ed., Asian PopularCulture: The Global (Dis)continuity (Oxon: Routledge, 2013), 1. 
38 Anthony Y.H. Fung, Ed., Asian PopularCulture: The Global (Dis)continuity (Oxon: Routledge, 2013), 2. 
39 Kevin Latham, Pop culture China! Media, Arts and Lifestyle (Santa Barbara: ABC Clio, 2007), 21. 
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The pop culture landscape nowadays is undeniably formed and influenced also 

by Western forces, however many critics claim that the Asian environment is not being 

dominated by cultural imperialism. It is more of a melting pot of different forces such as 

the local, the global, the economic and the regional creating the diverse, colorful Asian 

popular culture of its own inherent characteristics. To what extent it is a continuum or 

on the other hand disconnects from the Western dominated popular culture industry is a 

question which may well explain its existence. What I would also like to caution against 

is the desire of  simplistic definitions and characterizations of Asian pop culture. 

Inherent in its nature is the hybridization and plurality which one is unable to put into 

one single definition.  

 

2.1. Popular culture in China 

The cultural industry in China historically represented a channel for propaganda 

content. It repeated large numbers of ideological messages over and over again and the 

quality of the products was of lesser importance. The question that Fung repeatedly asks 

in his book Global Capital, Local Culture is what kind of shape these forces of Western 

capital and China will take if they keep on meeting repeatedly? China must be 

understood more thoroughly than as just a recipient of Western media content because 

this large country has its own leadership level within Asia. “China is more of a regional 

media exporter, or an exporter of media to other Asian nations. 40” This is a new 

phenomenon which has not been previously witnessed and which establishes a new 

struggle for power between the regional and global forces and spheres of influence. In 

order to understand the complexity of Chinese pop-culture’s landscape, one needs to 

comprehend the tremendous cultural and political shift the country has undergone in the 

last decades. In a matter of years, the country has seen changes that have been a result 

of radical political shifts from imperial rule to nationalist power and to the ever-

changing face of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP).  

The turbulent years prior to China’s economic rise have been stigmatized with 

the urgency of survival and with constant side switching. As open and westernized as 

the pop-culture sphere might appear, “its formation continues to be dependent on the 

state policy, diplomatic relations, and China’s position and power in the new 

                                                 
40 Anthony Y.H. Fung, Ed., Asian Popular Culture: The Global (Dis)continuity (Oxon: Routledge, 2013). 
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international order.41” So in essence in Fung’s view, pop-culture is an expression of 

China’s political ambitions and the direction is to a great degree governed by its 

political agenda. In terms of evolution it works its way towards a global culture that in 

the background is highly nationalized. The state as he mentions, connects the notion of 

popular culture directly to the national identity. “The wide popularity of Chinese pop-

culture is deemed to strengthen people’s identification with their own culture, state and 

nationalism. 42 ” As they certainly look up to the highly advanced Western media 

production, it seems to inspire them as to what they could achieve. Their notion of 

celebrity have been greatly influenced by the Western white standards of beauty (plastic 

surgeries, icon symbols of Western beauty, whitening products etc.), but they essentially 

want to create their own modified version of beauty and pop culture which is influenced 

by the West but is not of Western origin.  

The most interesting part of this new pop-culture is the fact that it “combines a 

sense of “Chineseness” with Western modernity and is characteristically devoid of any 

strong political values.43” The main premise being the absence of a possible challenge to 

the established order and the keeping of the status quo. Fung proposes a new 

establishment of a globalizing national culture under the leadership of the state-owned 

media and with the help of transnational media corporations. The stress is on the form, 

content and rhetoric is as superficial as possible and seems almost childish to the 

Western spectator. The genres and forms are highly influenced by the West and the 

selection appears to be wide, although very often the shows are literally variations of 

each other. The beauty standards are clearly defined and the celebrities and pop-culture 

icons seem to fit in these set boundaries and thus again reinforce them for the audience. 

These standards are very much influenced by the West, although they are at times 

almost impossible to achieve. Not only are there certain physical expectations but 

moreover there are certain given character traits which are expected of celebrities. Of 

course, any liminal space such as transgender or homosexual are a taboo and are on the 

edge of society and these have no place in the mainstream media channels. 

 

 

                                                 
41 Anthony Y.H. Fung, ed., Global Capital, Local Culture (New York: Peter Lang, 2008), 194. 
42 Anthony Y.H. Fung, ed., Global Capital, Local Culture (New York: Peter Lang, 2008), 195. 
43 Anthony Y.H. Fung, ed., Global Capital, Local Culture (New York: Peter Lang, 2008), 177. 
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2.2. The cultural characteristics of the audience 
 

By the early twenty first century, Chinese popular culture is nothing if 

accustomed to change. 44  This is because of the previously mentioned periods of 

uncertainty and instability and after a time when anyone anywhere could have been 

called an enemy overnight. This was also true for any kind of cultural production, such 

as for example the classical Beijing opera portraying imperial China became an anti-

regime symbolism and was replaced by opera plots about good comrades and the heroic 

deeds of red soldiers.45 This is why the population is less surprised by even radical 

changes and people are more than happy to live in a time of a stable political situation, 

the so called “harmonious society,” where the only uncertainties are simulated in TV 

reality shows etc. China is often portrayed as a forward moving fast paced urban 

economy, but in reality the majority of the population lives in the countryside. Most of 

the population are rural inhabitants who have been very distant from these big changes 

like digitalization in the last couple of years and they seem to hold on to the same ways 

of life in places far away from the modern world. The most accessible media is TV 

which is available in most households, and this also explains the saturation of the TV 

market audience in China. 

“According to Chinese statistics, around 80 percent of China’s internet users are 

under the age of thirty-five, and the majority of these are under thirty. 46” This is 

important in regard to talent shows, because it is usually only the very youngest people 

who contribute to discussions on the internet and social networks. This is especially 

important when speaking about the pop-culture audience in China. Only recently has 

this huge population of potential popular culture consumers seen an increase in the 

internet users above a few insignificant percent. This new activated society is hungry for 

entertainment and is being considerably influenced by Western cultural media products 

and by the entertainment industry. This is done without replacing some of the traditional 

operating modes of Asian, more specifically Chinese pop-culture. The epicenters of the 

cultural production and greater involvement with pop culture contents due to greater 

accessibility are naturally located in and around bigger and developed cities. “Many of 

the more recent developments of Chinese popular culture practices, particularly those 

                                                 
44 Kevin Latham, Pop culture China! Media, Arts and Lifestyle (Santa Barbara: ABC Clio, 2007), 2. 
45 Elaine Jeffreys, “Modern China’s Idols: Heroes, Role Models, Stars and Celebrities,” Portal. Volume 9, number 1 

January 2012. 
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that involve new information and communications technologies, are led by the people in 

the East of the nation and in the cities in particular.47“ This is also due to the huge 

territory we are talking about and quite naturally, there are big regional differences.  

Especially young people have a great admiration for the West and idolize 

Western celebrities. They are quite familiar with famous Hollywood movies, TV series 

and actors and due to weak enforcement of international copyright laws, they can also 

easily get ahold of movies that are new on the market also with the help of the internet. 

It often happens so, that on the street you can buy a pirated DVD earlier than it actually 

is screened in the cinema. This makes their relationship towards pop culture content also 

slightly different, mainly because it is so easily accessible. The black market offers 

endless opportunities quite possibly even as far as movies which would not be 

“approved” are concerned. So, on one hand, you have the government regulation, and 

on the other hand in reality the selection from other sources is quite wide, therefore the 

Chinese audience has a lot to choose from. The Chinese young consumers are familiar 

with both contemporary Western and Chinese popular culture and these both are often 

interconnected. The biggest struggle is always the language barrier, so the Chinese 

audience expects translated names of characters and even use Chinese names of the 

actors themselves. The languages also largely impact the way of thinking and are 

important in terms of the production. Of course, not all notions and phrases from the 

West can be successfully translated and understood in this context. This is one of the 

basic reasons why the content has to be adapted and adjusted. Chinese spectators enjoy 

massive shows and large fancy performances with a lot of splendor. 

Ien Ang proposes “Chineseness” as a category whose meanings are not fixed and 

pre-given, but constantly renegotiated and rearticulated, both inside and outside 

China.48” This would also support the various influences in terms of celebrities and 

idols and the different ways in which young people construct their identities. Therefore, 

the whole audience and Chinese pop-culture is as intangible and ambivalent as you can 

possibly get. This is also why a lot of different views and perspectives can be 

encountered and precisely these may differentiate Chinese popular culture from all the 

others. 
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3. TV Broadcasting 

 “Just as we all use an ‘other’ to construct the self, we presume certain 

knowledge of the Western, and to be precise, Anglo-American media in studying 

Chinese media.49” Is this however already a fair and valuable premise to begin with? 

The study of such a different media landscape cannot be achieved through a normative 

approach and one cannot take for granted liberal Western concepts of the press in the 

Chinese context. Once the context is different, the expectations of the audience also 

vary and shape the production itself. Certain standards like freedom of press and the 

apolitical nature of the content are simply not inherent in the Chinese culture and 

society. There are also different approaches to international copyright laws and thus the 

regulation of the distribution of pop-culture products is also different. The hybrid mix of 

“commercialization under party control, or the intertwined state and market dynamic in 

shaping the structure and content of the Chinese media50” summarizes the specific 

Chinese environment.  

 In Britain and in China respectively, that is in both of these countries, TV 

broadcasting had a completely different historical background and its competencies also 

differ to a great extent. These two cannot be fairly compared, but what we have in mind 

is comparing the ways in which the global format was adapted despite the differences 

and also taking into account these preexisting conditions. Whereas in China all the TV 

broadcasting is under state control and has a regulatory authority responsible for the 

content, in Britain the broadcasting service serves as a watchdog of democracy and is 

supposed to serve the public and remain objective as much as possible. Britain has a 

long tradition of TV broadcasting, whereas in China TV broadcasting started much later 

and had some pauses in its evolution. It also served more as a propaganda tool rather 

than broadcasting primarily informative content such as news etc. TV broadcasting in 

China is a vital link to civilization and events happening in the world and China for 

many households, as this is one of the few sources of information for them. Controlling 

the TV gives the government a lot of power. In Britain, there are numerous other media 

channels in most places for people to obtain their information. As mentioned in the 
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introduction, the chapter TV broadcasting in the UK will be left out as opposed to the 

original design as it serves merely as a background for the control group and is not 

relevant for the understanding of this research focus. 

 

3.1 TV broadcasting in China 

 The authority in charge of TV broadcasting and the press in China is “The State 

Administration of Press, Publication, Radio, Film and Television of the People’s 

Republic of China (SAPPRFT). “The Chinese regulatory framework explicitly claims 

that the media have a political role in disseminating correct public opinion, ensuring it is 

‘healthy’ and morality is maintained.”51 This is in direct opposition with the Western 

perspective where media should be the ‘watchdog’ of democracy and should be free of 

any political partiality and should serve as the alternative power balance. This premise 

however is only true in respect to western liberal thinking and is in direct contrast with 

the Chinese rigid quasi authoritarian rule. The Chinese leadership “explicitly rejects 

many of the values of liberal democracy such as pluralism, regulatory impartiality and 

free expression52” It stepped away from past practices of airing only revolutionary 

ideological content, however its role as a part in the system of government support 

remained. 

 It is an entangled mix of party influence and open economy market driven 

tendencies, so in essence an ambiguous hybrid mix of the new and old are intertwined. 

The broadcasting output was very much limited to domestics production in the past, as 

there were strict rules on foreign content. China’s TV program exchange dates back to 

the 1950’s but the importation was absolutely centralized.53 The exchange of programs 

between China and other countries before the Cultural Revolution was very limited. 

Except the National TV network in Beijing, no other TV stations were allowed to 

exchange products with foreign TV stations and the national TV was allowed to do so 

only under strict limitations and control. The TV program in China generally consisted 

of three categories: news, education and entertainment. The entertainment programs 

occupied the largest section of the program, but there were very few entertainment 

shows. Most of the content were dramas, revolutionary songs, tales or old films. 
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Overall, they could be characterized as ideological and propaganda products rather than 

truly “entertaining” shows as we know them today. It is evident even from the 

perspective of the evolution of what the Chinese idol or celebrity represented and how it 

changed throughout the years. Previous celebrities were martyrs of the regime or 

revolutionary heroes and nowadays they are Western or Chinese celebrities such as 

singers and actors. Previously most of the imported content came from the Soviet Union 

and the Eastern Europe satellite nations and it was emphasized that China could not rely 

on content created by the capitalist west. It would be self-sufficient in the production, 

importing only ideologically acceptable content from allied communist states. This was 

mainly due to the unwanted foreign influence that these imported contents might have 

and second of all, to protect China’s own indigenous culture.  

 During the cultural revolution, all content which was seen not only as capitalist 

but also which came from the China imperialist period was replaced by propagandist 

revolutionary music, plays, films and operas under the lead of Mao’s wife Jiang Qing. 

All foreign contact was abandoned and it was forbidden to access foreign broadcast. 

The foreign contact was reestablished after 1969 but not before 1978 in the reform era 

were there any significant exchanges to be seen. A media reform was passed, a lot of the 

taboos from Mao’s era were eliminated and many restrictions were discarded. Since the 

1980’s the contact with the foreign environment was more intense and common. At the 

beginning of 1980 the Ministry of Radio, Film and Television stopped blocking foreign 

broadcasters, including the Voice of America.54 In 1983 China joined the Asia-Pacific 

Broadcasting Union and started to exchange programs with other member countries on a 

regular basis.  

 The purpose of importing foreign programs shifted from the ideological tool to 

entertainment and the possibility of a more colorful and wider selection in program 

options. The common methods since the early 1980’s included bartering, where there 

was great potential in the Chinese customer base and in exchange for the media 

products, foreign companies received advertising time on TV. China also started 

exporting its own TV production abroad. Since year 2000, PRC has acknowledged and 

officially embraced the soft power policy, of which media system is a vital component. 

To be able to pursue one’s interests, one must build a favorable image through 

influencing others by culture, foreign policy, ideology and create a positive image of the 
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nation. Although many could argue that this is precisely the opposite of how people in 

the West view China, it is still their intent. This is also why China pushes its content to 

be exported abroad and at the same time still retains limitations as to the imported 

contents. It wants to become a leader in the world of media content and as we will 

argue, may be perceived to a certain degree as a regional leader in the Asian context. 

“The consolidation of cultural power is an important factor in highlighting its 

independent status as a nation.”55 CCTV currently has 6 international channels, among 

them ones also in Arabic or Russian. In the continuing trends of the next few years, 

China is predicted to increase its media exports and continue to limit the volume of 

imports.56 The predicted trend according to Junhao Hong and Youling Liu is also the 

reason why there will be increased friction between market orientation and the aim to 

control by the party-state. Again, when dealing with China it is an interesting 

compromise between the imported market driven products, however carefully controlled 

as to the sensitive content and achieving a kind of customized version of many of the 

media products. In the coming years, it is probable that the political line will be retained 

but more adjustments to foster a more convenient environment for importing foreign 

media products is also very probable. So in conclusion, this approach again shows the 

ambiguity of the Chinese landscape, where these two seemingly contradicting forces 

coexist side by side.  

 

3.1.1 History of TV broadcasting in China 
   

 The beginnings of TV broadcasting are necessarily closely aligned to radio 

broadcasting, that is why a brief outline of the beginning of radio broadcasting will also 

be provided. “The State Administration of Press, Publication, Radio, Film and 

Television of the People’s Republic of China (SAPPRFT) was established in 1940 with 

the founding of the Chinese Communist Party radio – the Yan’an Xinhua Radio Station 

(XNCR). This was set up during the Japanese invasion and was used as a tool to 

broadcast propaganda statements and inform and encourage people in the occupied 

areas. The Xinhua News Agency (XNA) was set up in 1931 as the Red China News 

Agency and was renamed to its current name in 1937.57  XNA was the first media 
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agency set up by the CCP and was in charge of running the newspaper, press agency 

and radio stations. Moreover, it was of course also a vital propaganda tool in the 

struggle against the Japanese. In 1948 a reform of the XNA took place and preparations 

for a national radio administration were underway as well.  

 In 1949 the XNA radio section was transformed into the Central Radio 

Administrative Office which managed all national broadcasters who were under 

ownership of the CCP. The office was under the Department of Central Propaganda. 

With the establishment of the PRC in 1949 it was renamed the Radio Department. (RD) 

This department was under the supervision of the Central People’s Government’s 

Executive Council (later on named the State Council) and later specifically under its 

cultural and education committee under the supervision of the Ministry of Propaganda. 

From 1954 it became a constitutional department of the State council. 58  Local 

broadcasting departments and provincial radio stations were being established under the 

control of RD. The history of the radio broadcasting is essential for understanding the 

basics of TV broadcasting.  

In May 1958, the first Chinese TV station was launched, Beijing Television.59 In 

the next two years regular and experimental TV stations were being set up in major 

cities throughout China. The Soviet Union was heavily supporting them with technical 

guidance and equipment and this is why this process came to a halt because of the 

political break between the two countries. Nearly all of the agreements between the two 

countries were terminated. The result being, that quite a few TV stations were closed 

and only five out of the original 23 Chinese TV stations were broadcasting.60  The 

second major halt came not surprisingly during the Cultural Revolution, when TV 

broadcasting at the beginning was completely stopped and broadcasters were dismissed 

from their positions. This undermined China’s cultural output in general and TV 

broadcasting specifically on a large scale. In the early 1970s the whole broadcasting 

process returned to normality once again. In 1971 the installation of new trunk lines 

allowed Beijing to broadcast throughout the entire territory and Beijing as such became 

the headquarters for a national TV network.61 “By the end of 1972 there was at least one 

TV station in each of China’s 29 provinces and autonomous regions with the exception 
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of Tibet.62” The expansion of TV broadcasting and growth of TV stations numbers has 

been rapid since the economic reforms of the late 1970s. “The number of TV stations – 

from under 40 prior to the economic reform to more than 3,000 channels in 1998” is a 

proof of how rapid the expansion in this sector was. (Chen and Guo 2011, page 60). 

Beijing television was renamed to China Central Television, CCTV and it has become a 

network which links all of the provincial stations. “By 2010 there were a total of more 

than 2.000 TV broadcasting and relaying stations across the whole country, producing 

more than 2.7 million hours of TV programs, and covering almost 98 percent of the 

Chinese population. (China Statistical Yearbook 2011) 

 

3.1.2. TV channels in China 
 

 In 2003 China had 263 TV stations and 2626 channels, which broadcasted a total 

of 10.01 million of hours.63 The viewer numbers were close to 1.15 billion people in 

relation to the 1.4 billion population and its market is thus almost saturated. “The 

ownership of all TV stations in China, whether they are classified as national, public or 

commercial channels, remains in the hands of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP).64” 

This a basic premise which should be kept in mind when analyzing Chinese television 

industry. As evident from the large number of TV stations, it is impossible to cover and 

mention all the different types of TV stations and channels, however I will mention 

some of the interesting ones.  

As to the types of TV channels that China has, they can be very clearly identified 

by their origin location which is also usually the name of the TV station. All provinces, 

autonomous regions and most municipalities and larger cities nowadays have their own 

TV stations, however their reach is limited. 65  Some of the famous provincial TV 

stations which air nationwide in China are Hunan channel, Zhejiang or Jiangsu channel. 

Dragon TV channel which broadcasts the show China’s Got Talent is owned by the 

Shanghai Media Group, which is a wholly owned subsidiary of the government 

institution Radio and Television Station of Shanghai.(in the hands of the state) This is 
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one of the largest conglomerates producing media and culture. It has one of the widest 

portfolios of media production and its activities include a wide range such as film 

production, operating TV and radio networks and newspapers and many more.  It has 15 

satellite and cable networks, 3 radio stations and 15 digital pay TV channels. Dragon 

TV has one of the largest television news productions and broadcasting of news 

organization. 

The most important TV station is China Central Television, or as most 

commonly referred to CCTV. In 2016 CCTV had 16 channels devoted to news, current 

affairs, sports and game shows and have a national reach. There is also an English 

language channel, CCTV 4 international which deals with topics dealing with China. 

Moreover, there are 5 educational channels and one news network agency (China 

Xinhua news network agency), which remained the same as in the revolutionary Mao 

period. Zhejiang and Jiangsu, as opposed to Beijing as the administrative center, are the 

fastest developing media production regions in China.66 Zhejiang, as a province close to 

Shanghai and very successful in manufacturing and therefore has substantial available 

capital to be invested in media. It offers favorable tax policies and residence permits in 

order to attract talented human labor force. Hegdian in Zhejiang is a low-cost 

production center. Jiangsu Broadcasting Corporation and its channels produce largely 

entertainment such as talent shows, talk shows or the very popular variety shows. It is 

also located in the Eastern part of China North of Shanghai and it puts a lot of stress on 

international cooperation. It has 14 television channels, 2 satellite TV channels, 7 

terrestrial channels, 4 digital pay TV channels and even one mobile TV channel. 
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3.1.3. Characteristics of TV products in China 
 

 As already mentioned in the previous sections, it is necessary to understand the 

change of the role of television throughout Chinese history. This is also why quite 

naturally the TV products changed dramatically, especially in the last two decades. 

From 1992 with the beginning of market economy, the Chinese TV landscape was 

formed by rapid commercialization. 67 Provincial TV channels were aiming to attract 

their audience nationwide and the understanding of TV as a means of entertainment 

became so natural, that TV dramas became of utmost economic importance for the 

stations.68 In the 1990s there were thousands of TV drama episodes being produced 

each year. Private firms managing the drama production however could not hold the 

copyrights and had to hand them over to the partners in the state sector. It was all under 

the governance of the state players – the TV stations. The most popular ones however 

remained those imported from the places with long tradition and cost effectivity, that is 

Hong Kong, Taiwan and Singapore. Drama series is in the first place as far as output, 

audience size and advertising revenue is concerned.69 

 The second group of shows in 1990s were also on the rise and remain on the top 

most successful shows including variety shows (including various sketches, musical 

performances and other acts), dating shows and game shows. These then not 

surprisingly are very closely connected to these kinds of talent shows and the variety 

entertainment elements of the contestants, the host and the jury are evident and have 

their specific “Chinese” features. The most famous show “Happy Camp” 快乐大本营 

from the Hunan Channel was launched in 1997 and is one of the most successful variety 

shows with lots of starring guests and 4 stable hosts. These formats were heavily 

influenced by Taiwanese existing successful TV formats.70 Hunan TV managed to keep 

up with the national TV competition by focusing mainly on entertainment and proving 

that this is the key to success in attracting a large Chinese audience pool. The whole 

production turned in this direction „at the core of the model was urban- and youth- 
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oriented entertainment in mimicry of global genres and formats.“71 So in essence here 

we see the beginnings of a growing important influence of the globalized (Western) 

world on TV production, with however inherent Chinese characteristics at the core of 

the adaptations. 

 From year 2005 onwards we mark the rise of adaptation of successful global 

formats such Super Girl, based on American Idol, The Voice of China, China’s Got 

Talent and many other reality dating, talent and other shows. These two areas of TV 

shows make up for the most common type of TV production being produced and aired 

on Chinese TV. As previously said about Chinese pop-culture in general, the TV 

products also present an interesting hybrid between different tendencies such as that 

“Chinese television nowadays gives voice to an array of different and even contesting 

political discourses, such as the promotion of consumption and middle-class lifestyles, 

nostalgic memories about the revolution and Maoist period, nationalistic sentiments and 

an imagination of China-centered cosmopolitanism. 72 ” In such a way it strives to 

accommodate all the potential viewer groups in a colorful spectrum of different 

statements being spoken via TV. 

From the two years that the author has spent in China, it can be said that the TV 

product landscape is much less varied than to what we are used to in Europe. This is 

despite the fact that there is a larger number of TV channels and stations and a higher 

number of fictional and non-fictional TV shows offered, however of a very similar 

focus. The biggest part of the TV channels air soap operas from the imperial, 

communist Mao era or contemporary love stories either of Korean, Hong Kong, 

Taiwanese or Chinese production. Variety shows really do make up an important part of 

entertainment, as the whole family usually gathers around them and they are aired on 

prime time on Saturday. Moreover news broadcast is also followed but this is the only 

significant TV production that does not include entertainment from what the author 

recalls. 
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4. TV shows 
 

 A TV show in its most general and broad definition is a form of entertainment 

that as opposed to movies has a continuation and is produced to be aired on TV 

primarily. The shows can be fictional or non-fictional and have individual episodes and 

if successful may have multiple seasons or series. In general, there are various kinds of 

shows in each country but the most broad and general distinction for our purposes is 

between the locally created original TV shows and the adapted global TV format shows, 

as is the example of BGT and CHGT. The previous chapters already mentioned the 

most popular shows in mainland China and their historical evolution and origin. 

Various methods to attract the audience and more importantly to maintain it are 

employed. These may include unexpected twists in the plots, sudden decisions and 

surprises in the whole plot or storyline. They also strongly rely on the people casted in 

them and these define to what extent the content is relevant to the given target audience. 

Nowadays their connection with social media is crucial and both of these channels 

should work with each other to achieve the optimum desired engagement, follow-up and 

feedback.    

 
4.1. Reality show 
 

 There are many different types of reality show content which can be categorized 

into lifestyle shows (Extreme Weight Loss), dating programs (The Bachelor etc.), 

gamedoc (Big Brother, Survivor etc.), docusoap or talent shows (X-Factor, Got Talent, 

Pop Idol) according to Susan Murray in Reality TV.73  The focus on the seemingly 

authentic content is its primary and most obvious difference from fictional TV contents. 

“What ties together all the various formats of the reality TV genre is their professed 

ability to more fully provide viewers an unmediated, voyeuristic, yet often playful look 

into what might be called the “entertaining real.”74 The attractive part being in this case 

precisely the ability to observe other people’s private lives and true stories. Reality 

shows are often stigmatized even more within the field of popular culture as being 

intellectually unrewarding and brain washing however “far from being mind-numbing, 

deceitful, and simplistic genre that some critics claim it to be, reality TV supplies a 
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multilayered viewing experience that hinges on culturally and politically complex 

notions of what is real and what is not.75” The central question is whether what is being 

broadcasted is really happening and real? 

What many of the theories agree on is that the pleasure and entertainment lies in 

the desire to distinguish between pretense and authenticity, reality and artifice and that 

these belong into the postmodern TV world. This is an important component in the 

process of viewing it and enjoying it, as Lewis states in his essay “The Meaning of Real 

Life.” As he calls it, we have created a “hybrid, in which the codes of reality and 

appearance are blurred,”76 which suggests that there is some kind of liminal space in 

wherein all the pleasure is encompassed. We keep on asking the question however it is 

not as certain whether we truly want to get a clear answer, as it might eliminate the 

suspense. An intriguing and attractive part of the reality TV is also the fact that you do 

not have to be a professional to be able to participate in it. 

It is literally open to anyone and seemingly offers equal and fair chances to all 

the potential participants. This makes it easier for fans to identify themselves with the 

contestants, as opposed to the distant Hollywood celebrities. As Andrejevic mentions, it 

is the fact that the cast members do not have to act like they are one of the viewers, they 

in fact are regular audience members.77 The celebrities of the modern times may claim 

no special achievements other than the attraction of public attention, which is very 

common to take place during short period of times in terms of the duration of a reality 

show.78 This is also why the life cycle of this celebrity is much shorter, as the attention 

and the popularization takes places very quickly. Once they are off the screen, they are 

forgotten. This celebrity - turning ordinary people into commodities on the market is 

called by Rojek “celetoids.” A term describing celebrities who enjoy a lot of visibility 

over a short period of time and their career largely depends on the media organization 

that created them.79  These may be at the peak of their fame one day and may be 

completely forgotten by next day. Reality shows also emphasize the human nature and 

its flaws and the issues of everyday life. They try to demonstrate that these are all 

collectively shared by other people. Through creating the figure of a celebrity, we are 
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essentially constructing “a new dimension of a community through the media.”80 These 

people share common experience, specific interest and feel a sense of belonging.  

A leitmotif of all of this could be term coined by Graeme Turner, the “demotic 

turn,” which refers to the rise and visibility of ordinary people in the media content.81 

Turner claims that it is a new field which has opened up a space for the recognition of 

the self and is a means for constructing new identities. The change in the whole role of 

the media then also undergoes a transition from the role of the media as “mediator or 

broadcaster of cultural identities” to the author and constructor of the identities 

themselves.82 So in essence there is increased visibility and involvement of the ordinary 

people and a seemingly greater space for the vox populi. Space not only for the people 

to take part but also to decide about the fate of the participants and thus again 

signalizing the increased demand for this content by the ordinary people. Turner 

however questions whether this is a step towards democratization. He quite on the 

contrary does not believe that it transforms into an expression of greater free will. 

According to him, it produces something similar to Le Bon’s 83 unruly mass which is 

utterly unpredictable, easily swayed and overresponsive. 84  Moreover he claims that 

essentially more diversity in terms of content is offered however ever so through the 

same media channels which determine the selection. Moreover people who are 

interested in celeb news and take part in this creation of pop-culture are not more likely 

to be interested in politics. Thus he sees the demotic turn not as equivalent to a 

democratic turn but a turn which leads to an increased diversity of representation. These 

two however should not be confused. 
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4.2. Talent show 

 

Talent shows in the structural hierarchy are a sub-discipline genre of reality 

shows. “An important aspect of the shows is the ethos of the open talent search that will 

consider all comers.85” The stress is put on universal opportunity and equal chances for 

all to be able to achieve the dream. All the possible obstacles can be eliminated in the 

process such as class, age, race, education or gender. This is a continuation of the 

thinking of liberal society tradition and the evolution and performance of the individual. 

Some of the basic tenements of liberalism and the idea of the liberal society were put 

forward by John Mill and later developed in the Age of Enlightenment. The basic 

premises are that the society is founded upon the natural goodness of people and favors 

the autonomy of the individual with his/her political and civil liberties. These 

philosophical tenements were applied to politics and were later used for the analysis in 

sociology. These could also be mirrored in all other academic disciplines such as media 

studies.  

Here, the individual has the potential and ability to show his qualities and 

possesses the right to be treated fairly and has an equal chance to win. Some of the basic 

strategies is the use of personal stories of dedication and hard work which in the end 

always pay off. Those who fail are then ridiculed and made fun of because they do not 

fit the set framework of the future celebrity. This is true not only as far as the concrete 

talent is concerned but also the contestant’s appearance and personality play a key role. 

The focus gradually also shifts from the stage towards the behind scenes rehearsing. 

Their “true” personality is to be revealed in daily tasks and interactions. The plebiscite 

character of these talent shows – the power of deciding the faith of the contestants is 

given to the audience, is also another element which increases audience participation 

and creates a large temporary and volatile fan base. 

“Talent shows have always had a certain kind of democratizing power in that 

they effect social mobility86.” This is especially powerful when such a large population 

as China is taken as the original starting level. In that sense, the shows are a certain 

metaphor to achieving the Chinese (American) dream and if one works hard enough, 

nothing is impossible. There is a misguiding notion however that it is only a matter of 
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talent – popularity with the audience and the participants’ personality are crucial 

elements, as the audience plays a pivotal in the whole process. It is also very common 

for people who did not win to become more famous than the actual winners. This is 

because of other important factors like their chosen genre, PR or the ability to handle 

this sudden and quick rush of fame efficiently. In talent shows “there are emotional, 

physical, and vocal performances; there is judgement of performance skills; and there is 

the performance of the self by people participating in the show as themselves, as 

contestants, and as live crowds and audiences.87” The jury in most cases occupies the 

position of strong opinion leaders and people who act as guides of taste within the 

whole framework. The larger and more important pool of the jury is however the 

audience in the hall where the performance is taking place. Then there is also the TV 

audience sitting at home watching their TV screens. This audience is very often referred 

to and spoken to directly in order to demonstrate their significance in the whole plot.  

Many TV shows and most of the talent TV formats are of plebiscitary character. 

They have been proven to be very successful, especially in the last decade. “Plebiscitary 

TV shows are those that find a way to make voting and viewer’s choices a part of the 

show, influencing the outcomes of stories or events like a character in the plot.88” Over 

the years, this has gradually shifted from being a tool of the industry to being an 

inherent part of the creative entertainment content. One of the most prominent long 

existing talent shows which has been in the entertainment industry for more than 50 

years is the Eurovision Song Contest. This contest relies exclusively most importantly 

on voting via mobile phones. The important factor is that although the voter is at home, 

the show cannot “do” without his contribution and he or she has a direct impact on the 

outcome of the show. They themselves become active participants in the whole process 

and thus will be more likely to become interested in the whole show as well. The vote 

itself becomes a “narrative force” according to Hartley,89 just like some other traditional 

fairy tale components etc. The very strong symbolism of the voice of the people and the 

ability of ordinary people to win is presented. A person can literally go from “rags to 

riches” and thus find more sympathy with the people if he is ordinary or even an 

underdog character, especially in such a large rural poor population such as China.  
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5. Characteristic features of the Got Talent show 

  

The Got Talent production is broadcasted under the banner of Simon Cowell’s 

Syco Entertainment. “Syco Entertainment is a joint venture between Simon Cowell and 

Sony Music and is one of the world’s leading global music, film and television 

production companies.90” It falls into the category of a reality talent show, however as 

in most cases, this one is not exclusively music oriented. It offers an open stage to 

people of all talents in any given discipline. Currently auditions are taking place in the 

UK for the next series of Britain’s Got Talent and the Czechoslovakian version of 

season 6 of the show Czechoslovakia’s Got Talent 2016 was aired by the Slovakian TV 

channel JOJ and is currently being rebroadcasted by the TV channel Prima in the Czech 

Republic as well. 91 

The trend however generally is that it seems to attract less people in Western 

Europe where it has originated, but the tradition continues in certain parts of the world, 

such as Asia or Eastern Europe. There are still about 5 countries, where the show is 

being currently aired, among them for example Sri Lanka or Serbia. Talking about 

extreme success, we can also refer to the broader global version of the Got Talent 

format, which is Asia’s Got Talent. This is a broader regional adaptation aired on the 

AXN channel. The show featured contestants from 15 different Asian countries and the 

second season is now underway and to be aired in 2017. Needless to say, uniting the 

viewers from these 15 Asian countries creates a great viewer audience potential. The 

main motto is that people of any age and any talent can chase any dream, the horizons 

of possibilities are endless. The auditions are taking place now in May 2017. There was 

also the idea of creating a global “Got Talent” version which up until the present day 

has not been filmed and which seems less and less probable. 

The golden age of this particular talent show has surely passed, which is 

understandable as it has been on the media market for more than a decade. This is a long 

period of time especially taking into account that these kinds of shows have short life 

cycles. This is because today public attention is fragmented and constantly craves for 

new impulses. Nevertheless, the BGT version season 11 is currently airing and its 

Facebook page is still being liked by 3,895,092 fans and 473,240 are talking about the 
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show and mentioning it in their posts. There are several similar global format shows like 

for examples X-factor, the Voice and other reality shows. Especially in the Asian 

context, the market is saturated and full of various kinds of reality shows, which are in a 

lot of cases very similar to each other. 

 

5.1. Got Talent format 

The show “Got Talent” is the biggest selling television format in the world and 

its US version of America’s got talent was aired and reached audiences in more than 

193 countries.92 It is owned by SYCOTv and produced by FremantleMedia, SYCOTv, 

Thames and Talkback Thames. Local adaptations of this TV format have been sold to 

58 different territories including various different continents. Syco Entertainment and 

FremantleMedia said that Guinness World Records has deemed the series the most 

successful reality TV format worldwide. It is similar in a way to the X-factor and Idol 

shows, with the difference that it does not only concern singing. The first aired version 

of the show was thus the US version on NBC in 2006 and it proved to be an instant 

success.  

Some of the basic guidelines are actually quite broad in scope. Anyone with any 

kind of given talent can potentially participate in this show. It has no age limitations, so 

cases of performers of very low age to very high age have occurred quite frequently. It 

also happens so that especially in the various European adaptations a lot of foreigners 

who are hoping to win take part. The normal selection process includes pre-auditions 

which depending on the country are either televised or not and then the next higher level 

which is usually at some bigger concert hall follows. Here the judges are already 

present. The judges decide about the next fate of the contestants by pressing the red X, 

which means that they are not in favor of the participant passing to the next round. If the 

majority of the judges are in favor, the contestant may continue. The golden buzzer is 

used  when the juror likes the participant so much that it can send him right to the live 

semi-finals despite what the other three jurors might think.93  

In 2014 ITV aired the spin-off of all the different clips from all around the 

world. The shows are being nationalized through a simple process of incorporating the 

name of the country in the show itself. This particular format does offer a wide space 

for specific adaptation, which means that is does not seem to have too many formal 
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constraints. The award is usually a large financial sum to be able to start a career plan 

and also includes some special occasion to be able to perform (In BGT a performance at 

the Royal Variety Show for the Royal Family, CHGT the opportunity to perform 

alongside famous Chinese pop singers at their concert tours in the United States etc.). 

 
5.1.1. China’s Got Talent 
 

The show China’s Go Talent is called 中国达人秀 in the original, literally 

meaning China’s Talent Show. The show is a joint production between Fremantle 

Media, Shanghai Media Group, Radio and TV Shanghai and SycoTv Entertainment.94 

The Chinese adaptation of the Got Talent show has 5 series and the first series was aired 

in year 2010 on Dragon TV. IPCN (International Program Content Network), which is a 

leading Anglo-Chinese international entertainment business, has distributed most of the 

formats including China’s Got Talent. It specializes in entertainment rights distribution 

with focus on China95 In the first four series, the main sponsor was Head & Shoulders 

and in the 5th series it was Skoda auto, featuring the logo and cars also everywhere in 

the advertisements and on all the billboards and posters. Throughout all of the episodes 

and series, Cheng Lei was the only host, as opposed to the British version where there 

are two hosts. The pre-auditions have been held all over the vast territory of China in 

various provinces and these were usually untelevised. For season 3, these were also 

televised for the first time. The auditions take place in such a manner like in the other 

adapted shows, in front of the jury and in front of the live audience at the Shanghai 

Concert Hall. China’s Got Talent does not have the 90 second rule, meaning that the 

buzzer may also be pressed in cases where the jury has heard enough. Wikipedia is the 

only source which provides a comprehensive overview of all of the series and the 

various jurors. 96 The selection process just like in the other adaptations is by pressing 

the red X if the juror does not agree with the participants further continuing in the 

audition process. If all the judges press the buzzer at once, the performance must come 

to an end immediately. In the finale, the best of the three becomes the winner. 

In the first two series, the three judges were quite stable, not counting the often-

used guest judges that were being featured from TV series 2 onwards. In the first series 
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it was Zhou Libo, Annie Yi and Gao Xiasosong, who is the Chairman of Alibaba 

Entertainment Strategic Committee, co-founder of Alibaba Music Group and is a 

Chinese-language composer, songwriter, music producer and director. In series 1 the 

winner had the chance to perform in Las Vegas with the famous singer Jolene Tsai. In 

the later series, some of the judges from the first two seasons remained but they were 

oftentimes replaced by other Chinese celebrities. In the third series, the judges were 

changing quite often and the only judge present throughout was Zhou Libo, a Chinese 

stand-up comedian, TV presenter and actor. The other member was Annie Yi, a 

Taiwanese singer, actress and a writer and the last position being occupied by Jerry 

Huang. However when he was absent, the jury duties were shared by Gao Xiaosong 

(former judge), Huang Doudou (Chinese modern dancer) and series one winner Liu 

Wei. Cui Yongyuan ultimately joins Jerry Huang and Zhou Libo on the jury panel in the 

semi-finals. As opposed to the Britain’s Got Talent shows, the composition of the jury 

is changing all the time and even throughout the series, whereas in the UK version we 

may perceive that there is a stronger and more stable jury base, of course the main 

founding juror being Simon Cowell.  

In season 4, four judges instead of the previously known three were featured. 

Once again unlike we know in other adaptations, the juror base was not stable, the 

jurors switched Jerry Huang, Dou Wentao, Xu Jinglei, Leon Lai, Yan Wei, Gao 

Xiaosong and Annie Yi. The top 16 contestants were then performing in Beijing at the 

Great Hall of the People. The Great Hall of People is a key building in Chinese history, 

it is located at Tiananmen Square and the Hall hosts sessions of the Chinese parliament, 

National People’s Congress and various other party conferences and important 

meetings. It is also utilized for the funerals of the prominent party leaders etc. The vast 

population of China has grown up on recognizing and learning about the importance of 

this building and thus it has a more symbolic special meaning for the Chinese people. 

The cutthroat competition within such a large population and then symbolically arriving 

at the place which has set foundations of the “modern China” is certainly an 

unimaginable achievement for most people.  

The winners of the respective series in China’s adaptation differed in certain 

aspects from those in the UK version, as will be elaborated in later chapters. In series 1 

in 2010 the winner contestant was the disabled armless pianist Liu Wei, in series 2 in 

2011 the winner was Zhuo Jun a popper, in series 3 in 2011-2012 the winner is Pan 
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Qianqian a female baritone singer. In Series 4 in 2012-13 the winner was a contortionist 

Wang Junru and in series 5 in 2013-2014 the winner was Yin Zhonghua, an acrobat.  

 

5.1.2. Britain’s Got Talent 
 

The show is a Thames production and is distributed by Fremantle Media and is 

produced in association with SYCOTv. Britain’s Got Talent is a British TV reality 

talent show that was launched in year 2006 and is the founding show of the whole Got 

Talent format. It is an adaptation of the Got Talent franchise and it should have been the 

first one to be aired. A pilot version was created in 2005 with Paul O’Grady as the host, 

but after the split with ITV the whole show was postponed. It consists of 10 seasons 

which add up to about 140 individual episodes. In the end, a new version of the show 

was filmed wit Ant & Dec as the hosts and Stephen Mulhern in the show Britain’s Got 

More Talent. The first aired version was the US adaptation of America’s Got Talent for 

the TV channel NBC and the British aired their version in 2007.97       

In the Britain’s Got Talent show, there are three judges and each of them has a 

buzzer and if the whole jury buzzes the performers off, they must put an end to their 

performance. The winner of each series is granted an opportunity to perform at the 

Royal Variety Performance for the members of the English Royal Family. The winners 

of the contest also receive a cash prize in the amount between 100,000 to 500,000 

British pounds, depending on the given series.  

In series 7 in 2013, the jury consisted of Cowell, Holden, Dixon and Walliams. 

The winner of this season was Attraction, a Hungarian shadow theater group. In series 8 

from 2014, the jury was again Cowell himself, Dixon, Holden and Walliams. In both of 

these series, Ant & Dec were the hosts and all of BGT continued to be aired on ITV. In 

this particular series, the golden buzzer feature was introduced. This meant that each 

member of the jury could press it once only throughout the entire show and could send 

the performance right to the semi-finals, despite the opinions of the other judges. This 

series was won by Collabro, an English theater boy band who were specializing in 

musical theater.  

As for some recent figures, despite the show being on the market for already 10 

years, it still manages to grab people’s attention. For example, for year 2015, “The 

Simon Cowell show had an average of 11.7 million viewers, a 46.6% share of the 
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audience, up on 10.7 million (50.8%) for last year’s show. It had a five-minute peak of 

13.4 million.98” In general, when looking at the winners of the shows, in 2009 the street 

dance troupe Diversity won the contest however the very important contestant Susan 

Boyle was featured as runner up and became worldwide known. This is especially 

crucial in the understanding of these talent shows, because often the fame of the runner 

ups or other contestants overshadow the winner, this is especially true when talking 

about global fame, which was definitely this case. In 2010 the gymnastic troupe 

Spelbound won, in 2011 a Scottish singer and song writer. 2012 it was a dog dancing 

act, in 2013 a shadow theater group, in 2014 the Collabro boy band, 2015 a British dog 

dancing act and in 2016 a magician.99 Currently the 11th series of BGT is on air from 

April and Facebook is swarming with Facebook posts, videos, GIFs and so on. The 

golden buzzer has already been pressed by Simon Cowell for the talented Sarah Ikumu 

of 15 years.  

As mentioned previously, especially the BGT is strongly supported and linked 

with various social media platforms. These include various comments, statuses, photos 

and videos to follow up on previous episodes and also as teasers for future episodes. 

These include moments where the golden buzzer was used either by the judges or by the 

hosts Ant & Dec. One of the interesting shared features, was also a quiz for people, 

where they can get the results of “Which BGT judge are you most like?” These are only 

supposed to enhance the level of the engagement of the people and again one of the top 

priorities is sharing a lot of content about the celebrity jurors.  
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5.2. Eastern and Western adaptation specifics (theoretical) 
 

 So the main question is whether or not there is a specific adaptation strategy in 

regard to the content in these seemingly universal global formats? How are these 

customized for the West and East respectively and what are the differences? “Format 

productions that align with a territory’s cultural values prolong the lifespan of a format 

and its brand100” This is called cultural proximity, according to Joseph Straubhaar and in 

his understanding there is a connection between certain countries that have some shared 

culture, language and a shared understanding of the genre and certain themes and thus 

implied moral values etc.101 It is necessary to ensure that local customs are respected, 

for example something that might be offensive in the Asian context, could be perfectly 

acceptable in BGT. Vice versa some feature used in CHGT might be perceived as 

ridiculous or cheesy in the European context due to different cultural backgrounds and a 

different way of thinking. If the audience cannot relate the shows’ content to their 

everyday lives, then they have no reason to continue to search for that meaning. It is 

meant to be a form of entertainment that they should comprehend quite easily. 

 In terms of the Western “adaptation,” it is not so much the case as the talent 

show format originated in the West. This thesis is mainly analyzing the Chinese adapted 

version of the original Talent show which was created in Britain. The question is if there 

are some elements which are specifically typical for the UK, as opposed to the rest of 

the Western world. Due to the cultural proximity, these boundaries seem to blur and 

there is this standardized concept of “Western” which encompasses both the UK, US 

and Western Europe and other English speaking countries. 

 The case of the Chinese adaptation sometimes seems to point in the direction of 

a show which attempts to come closer and be acceptable according to the international 

standards. In her book Ien Ang mentions a case of a young Chinese girl who wants to 

present the most favorable view of China however not from the rigid government 

perspective but to be approved and favorably viewed by the significant others 

(Westerners.)102 It has always been so, that no matter how hard China seems to give the 

impression that it does not care about the world, its rising interest for soft power and 

other strategies signalize that indeed the Westerners and their feedback is important. So 
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in establishing identities from the position of the normative Western approach 

sometimes even adapted by the Chinese themselves, and the fact that the production 

should be favorably viewed by Westerners, the question is if that applies also to the 

process of adaptation. A very common phenomenon is the voicing of criticism but 

through a firm national identification with China. Promoting China merely from a 

defensive position to Western ideas and rhetoric, which many Chinese may come across 

especially when living abroad.103 This is also due to the fact that Westerners very often 

have skewed notions of China and see the country in black and white vision.104 China is 

a country of ambiguities, surprises and is constantly in the mode of transforming itself 

so quickly that no clear definitions of what is typical Chinese popular culture can even 

be given by the Chinese themselves. 

China as standing in between, not so harshly and quickly to be judged by 

Westerners and on the other side the naïve way of trying to woo Westerners at every 

cost where its unique aura is lost. The interesting part is with the second and third 

generation of Chinese, where their condition is built on a myth of being away from 

one’s homeland. Technically however belonging into it and creating a sense of cultural 

connection for the surroundings and  the outside world.105 Sometimes therefore we find 

precisely the opposite features than we might expect and that is the fact that these 

people strongly look for their cultural heritage and turn to products which represent 

their nationality and cultural background. In terms of the formal features of the 

adaptation, there are minor differences however the rhetoric of the jury and the 

performances themselves are essentially the biggest differences between the two 

adaptations. These label the way of life and upbringing of the children and are difficult 

variables to be measured. As discussed previously, there is no such thing as a simplistic 

view of the dominant culture taking over the host country’s culture but it is a more 

complex process involving the adaptation of certain elements while retaining the core of 

“Chineseness.” It is a mixture of “ongoing negotiation between the production sphere 

and forces of bureaucratic control over the creative product – reflecting a long held 
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Chinese practice of cultural borrowing and absorption as an “essentializing process” 

that infuses foreign elements with Chinese characteristics.”106 

The discrepancy is not only cultural but moreover in the media system processes 

themselves. “The most distinguishable characteristic of Chinese media in 1990s is the 

tension between rapid commercialization and continued ideological control.”107 A long 

history of repression and censorship has taught the Chinese the recoding and decoding 

practices of discourse which point to the multi-layered levels of Chinese language and 

thus they learned how to implicitly criticize and watch without having to explicitly state 

certain things. This is evident in all the fields of culture, even in popular culture, 

especially in blogging and social network communication. 
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6. METHODOLOGY 

 In this chapter, the selected methodological tools are described and their 

potential strengths and weaknesses are also identified. In the following chapter, these 

are then practically applied and evaluated. In terms of methodology, it was difficult to 

determine in what ways this ambiguous phenomenon of westernization can be turned 

into measurable variables and thus the biggest challenge resided in the 

operationalization of the questions. Several approaches were chosen in order to 

construct a multi-perspective outlook on the process of westernization of such a global 

format intertwined with the respective local features and cultural aspects. Qualitative 

data analysis was chosen since there is no hypothesis, as these areas of study are quite 

unpredictable and thus an exploratory focus and research goal were chosen instead. 

 The goal of this thesis is to identify the westernizing tendencies on Chinese pop-

culture and the extent to which it is modified and molded by China’s specific 

environment itself. The formal features of the adapted shows were also briefly analyzed. 

Moreover, a basic thematic analysis of social networks in China was included and some 

of the interesting highlights were provided. The chapter analyzing the social networks 

for BGT was left out as opposed to the planned structure. This is because it was found 

to be impossible to identify a way of how to select Chinese nationals from the whole fan 

base of BGT on the Facebook page. A general analysis of the whole fan page would 

have zero research contribution to this thesis. Furthermore, there were no channels 

where these groups would communicate with each other in regard to only this talent 

show.  

 The combination of all of these three methodological approaches should provide 

an interesting insight into the understanding of the notions of celebrities, pop culture 

and the Western versus the local pop culture scene. It should also contrast and compare 

the perception of two groups of Chinese who were exposed to different environments 

and experience. The findings will also strive to explain the ambiguity and complexity of 

Chinese pop culture and not merely show one clear answer to the whole research topic.  
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6.1. In-depth Interview 

 This type of the qualitative field of research method was chosen due to the 

specifics of the chosen target groups. The main idea was not only to gather a general 

overview of the respondent’s thoughts but also to monitor the emotional experience that 

is associated with celebrities from both countries. As far as the focus is concerned, it 

was not about gathering loads of data but more about getting to know their preferences 

and ideas about the asked questions, mainly dealing with concrete features of the show, 

celebrities, fan support and other media productions from the West and from China.  

The in-depth interview design is provided in the attachment section 9 and 10 of 

this thesis. Two respective question designs were prepared for the two respective target 

groups. One of them was prepared for respondents who are Chinese nationals living in 

the PRC and the second group for people of Chinese descent living in Britain as 1st, 2nd 

or 3rd generation Chinese. A separate interview protocol guide for the interviewers was 

also created in order to ensure equal circumstances and to properly train and prepare the 

other people carrying out the interviews. This is also provided in the attachment section 

8. Most of the interviews were carried out by the author herself, however for a few 

interviews additional interviewers were asked to participate. This was done first of all 

due to the language barrier, especially for PRC, as some of the people could best 

express themselves in their maternal tongue, and a native speaker could react to the 

needs of the interview in a better way. In case the interview was carried out in Chinese, 

it was then through the help of the interviewer translated into English. Sometimes the 

interviewers were also used because they were more familiar with the respondent and 

the respondent would feel more comfortable with them and would also be more 

interested and willing to provide the answers. The last reason as to why other 

interviewers were used was also due to geographical limitations and the fact that it was 

more convenient if there was a chance, to be able to carry it out in person and make it 

more personal. Sometimes there were even limiting time factors, such as time zone 

differences etc.  

Because of obvious geographical obstacles, most of the interviews were 

conducted via Skype, WeChat call, 108 or with the help of the already mentioned 

interviewers in the respective locations. The interviewees in the UK were offered a 

reward in order to ensure that the interviews take place. It was very difficult to motivate 
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them to take part in the interviews, as they thought it is a time consuming investment. 

For most parts however in the end, they did not accept the reward once the interview 

took place. There were also people who helped to find the respondents in both locations, 

and who have assisted tremendously. The interviewees themselves were selected based 

on two criteria, the location of their residence and their knowledge and awareness and 

of the analyzed talent shows. Moreover, it was also taken into consideration that the 

respondents should be mostly younger people to ensure their engagement in social 

networks and to identify the potential fan groups and make sure they are acquainted 

with Western celebrities. In the end, all of the interviewed people were within the age 

frame from 19 to 40. 

 The most challenging part of this in-depth interviewing, apart from finding the 

actual interviewees, was the construction of the questions itself. The questions had to be 

open, attempting to find out opinions and experience instead of yes or no answers. 

Moreover, they had to be carefully structured in order not to be conducive and not to 

reveal the intention and “desired” answer outcome. The other obstacle was to eliminate 

different disturbing factors depending on the mode of communication, whether it be in 

person or via other secondary channels such the different messaging services. 

Moreover, in the group of respondents of Chinese descendants in the UK, it was 

difficult to find second and third generation respondents, who were originally the main 

target groups. In order to improve the conditions, more time would have to be spent on 

interviewing the people in person and financial rewards would be necessary to facilitate 

meetings with the ideal case interviewees. 

 The most obvious limitation of the in-depth interview is the fact that “although 

interview data can suggest a definite pattern, one always needs to hedge its 

generalizability.”109 One can make no concrete assumptions, because from the given 

interviews one can only gather a purpose or some interesting specific insights but no 

general patterns and conclusions. Another downside could be the unwanted influence of 

the interviewer in regard to the desired outcome of the interview. This an interviewer 

may be doing unintentionally, since the interview is lead in a very relaxed and informal 

way and some comments and hints could be understood as leading. This is why the 

interviewer had to be very focused and careful and at the same time act very 

supportively and friendly in order to create a pleasant atmosphere for the interview to 

                                                 
109 Alan Morris, A practical introduction to In-depth Interviewing (London: Sage, 2015). 
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take place. This would then lead to a more open counterpart who is willing to open up 

and provide the necessary viewpoints and feelings about the researched topic.  

 

6.2. Monitoring of Social Media 

 The whole analysis proved to be more complicated than was originally foreseen. 

Even though there is a Facebook fan page of Britain’s Got Talent show, it would be 

merely impossible to separate the Chinese living in the UK from the rest, as they would 

not post or write in any specific different way from the other fans. There were no 

special groups of Chinese in the UK discussing this show in particular and since it is 

used as a control group for comparison, it was left out. Therefore also a question 

regarding the discussions about the celebrities and the question about the main sources 

of their celeb news was included in the in-depth interview. 

 As for the Chinese social networks, most of them required a Chinese phone 

number and registration. Some of the analyzed networks included in the end were 

Baidu, Weibo and QQ. Some of the comments under the videos on YouTube and Youku 

were also analyzed. The analysis is a simple thematic analysis and will thus not be 

contrasted to the British/ Western social network posts. It attempts to show some 

general fan tendencies, what people are most interested in regarding this particular show 

and what they most often mention in their posts. The author also selected some 

highlights which were interesting from her perspective in terms of westernization and 

the influence of the show on the audience in the PRC. 

 From the analyzed networks, it is necessary to understand the purpose that each 

of them serves. Baidu.com is an American-Chinese internet service provider. The 

company was founded in 2000 and is headquartered in Beijing.110 It offers not only a 

search engine system for websites, images etc. but moreover offers community and 

search services.111 It includes something similar to Wikipedia (a community online built 

encyclopedia) and also provides other search base products. 112 It is one of the most 

popular websites for the download of movies, music and any other files. Some of the 

                                                 
110 Forbes, „Companies Baidu,“ accessed May 6, 2017, https://www.forbes.com/companies/baidu/. 
111 Forbes, „Companies Baidu,“ accessed May 6, 2017, https://www.forbes.com/companies/baidu/. 
112 Baidu, „CompanyOverview,“ accessed May 6, 2017, http://ir.baidu.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=188488&p=irol-

homeprofile. 
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important features also include include Baidu PostBar, the world’s first and largest 

Chinese-language query-based searchable online community platform.113 

 As for the microblog websites, at present, the most popular micro blog service 

providers are Chinese internet portals such as Sina, Sohu, Netease and instant 

messaging tool QQ.114 Sina Weibo is a Chinese microblogging website platform and is 

one of the most popular websites in China. It was launched in 2009 by Sina Corporation 

and became China’s first microblog. 115  By 2015 the company had 222 million 

subscribers and 100 million daily users, with the majority of them being on mobile 

devices (about 85%).116 Weibo has been in a very strong position in China, also due to 

its self-censoring which lead to government acceptance.117 Weibo is “an event oriented 

platform,”118  so it constantly feeds of events that arouse public attention, which is 

especially true for ongoing popular shows aired by the media. “It appears to be an arena 

for competing narratives and opinions on new events119” and naming it the “Chinese 

Twitter” does not do it justice. Each post on a micro blog can only contain short 

sentences of 140 Chinese characters, with pictures or videos links and micro blog users 

can also use text messaging, instant messaging, e-mail, or digital audio to publish 

entries.120 The users can follow others, comment on posts or launch new conversations. 

 QQ is China’s largest and most used internet platform owned by TenCent and 

was founded in 1998.121 TenCent’s communication and information services include 

QQ.com, QQ instant messaging, QQ mail and search engine SOSO. It is a place of 

interaction, linked with one another and includes chat rooms, groups and is China’s 

largest personal internet space provider.122 

 

                                                 
113 Baidu, „CompanyOverview,“ accessed May 6, 2017, http://ir.baidu.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=188488&p=irol-

homeprofile. 
114 „Is Micro-Blog Chnaging China,“ Chinadaily, March 2, 2011, accessed May 8, 2017, 

http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2011-03/02/content_12099500.htm. 
115 „Is Micro-Blog Chnaging China,“ Chinadaily, March 2, 2011, accessed May 8, 2017, 

http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2011-03/02/content_12099500.htm. 
116 Business of Apps, „Sina Weibo Revenue and Statistics,“ accessed May 6, 2017, 

http://www.businessofapps.com/sina-weibo-revenue-and-statistics/. 
117 Business of Apps, „Sina Weibo Revenue and Statistics,“ accessed May 6, 2017, 

http://www.businessofapps.com/sina-weibo-revenue-and-statistics/. 
118 Eileen Le Han, Micro-blogging Memories: Weibo and Collective Remembering in Contemporary China 

(Tennessee: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016), 6. 
119 „Is Micro-Blog Chnaging China,“ Chinadaily, March 2, 2011, accessed May 8, 2017, 

http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2011-03/02/content_12099500.htm. Eileen Le Han, Micro-blogging Memories: 

Weibo and Collective Remembering in Contemporary China (Tennessee: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016),  6. 
120 „Is Micro-Blog Chnaging China,“ Chinadaily, March 2, 2011, accessed May 8, 2017, 

http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2011-03/02/content_12099500.htm. 
121 Alexa, „Siteinfo QQ,“ accessed May 5, 2017, http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/qq.com. 
122 Alexa, „Siteinfo QQ,“ accessed May 5, 2017, http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/qq.com. 
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6.3. Comparative analysis in regard to Britain's Got Talent 

 This chapter in terms of the described methodology and its subsequent 

implementation shall be merged into one because it is unnecessary to describe what 

shall follow, as it is self-evident. The most obvious difference in terms of the formal 

features of these two shows was the time limit posed on the performances, whereas in 

the UK there is the 90 seconds rule, in China there is no such thing and the performance 

may be terminated earlier only when all the judges have pressed the red X. The 

differences are also in terms of the jury panel, where the number of the jurors differ 

however in each they fulfill a similar role of representing certain character archetypes. 

There is always the more emotional and fragile female element although it differs as far 

as the cultural practices of each cultural background are concerned. Then there is the 

very strict one whose expertise is valued very much (Simon Cowell) and then there is 

always the comic funny one (David Walliams). In the Chinese adaptation Liu Ye is the 

funny one, Suo You Peng the serious and strict one, Wang Lei Zhong the detached and 

considerate one and Zhao Wei again as the female element is emotional. The female 

jurors are also very important as far as the style and appearance are concerned, these 

features are very often being commented up on the social networks and in the 

communication between the fans. 

 The Chinese adaptation has more theatrical features, which is only natural for 

the Chinese way of performing. Every time China celebrates some big cultural events of 

special meaning and occasion, it is a stupendous display of flashy costumes, bright 

lights, overdressed stars and elaborate stage setting where there are huge crowds of 

dancers and singers as back-up scenery. It also appears that the stress on the personal 

stories and the motifs of “overcoming all obstacles” such is the case with the disabled 

pianist Liu Wei is much stronger in the Chinese version. Of course, there are some 

interesting personal stories in BGT but very often they are mentioned by the contestants 

themselves after the performance. In CHGT in most case it is built into an almost full 

plot which leads up to the climax, which is the performance itself. The catharsis in both 

cases is the moment when the jurors voice their verdicts. In the Chinese version from 

my perspective the ethnicity seems to matter much more, as it is an inherent part of the 

performance. What is often present in the show is the display of traditional costumes or 

the typical songs for a certain region and also a specific dialect which is mostly 

incomprehensible for the Mandarin speakers such as (Mongolian, Uyghur, Cantonese or 

dialects from different provinces or other ethnic minorities).  
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In BGT there is a large representation of various nationalities and it is very 

common that they also get very far in the competition or even win the show (The 

Hungarian shadow theater group). However, it is not an important part of the whole 

performance, in my opinion probably due to the greater multiculturality of the UK. 

What is interesting is the fact that the origin of the contestants in CHGT is a part of the 

whole performance, for example the winner Zhuo Jun is filmed while dancing in the 

rice fields while doing farm labor for his family. These performances therefore gain a 

mythical like quality and become a whole new discourse. Interestingly enough, none of 

the typical participants of other ethnic groups ever reached the winner position. Difficult 

to say if it’s a coincidence, but most of the winners come from rural China, from the 

smallest villages in the countryside and they never had any special conditions to nurture 

their talent. 

 Both of these adaptations are of course similar due to the formal global format 

constraints, which were already mentioned in Chapter 5. These however leave a wide 

space for the local adaptation. The show of course has to have a similar setting, same 

name in the title, similar visual settings for the judges but most importantly must follow 

the same rules as far as the talent selection goes. Other than that, it is necessary to 

mention that this particular global format leaves a lot of space for specific interpretation 

and customization. The very big difference is due to the selection of the hosts of the 

show, where CHGT chose Liu Ye whom was also featured in a lot of the famous reality 

shows. He is a more refined type of host as opposed to the funny comic duo of Ant & 

Dec. This is also why the dynamic of both of these adaptations is very different. The 

CHGT has an air of a gala event whereas BGT is a pure entertainment focused show full 

of jokes and does not take itself so seriously, probably because of the hosts themselves. 

An interesting feature in the Chinese adaptation was that the jurors used the 

English words of yes and no to describe whether they wanted the participants to 

continue or not. This only points to the fact that especially in the contemporary variety 

shows in China, it is popular and modern to use English words while speaking in 

Chinese. It is a sign of being “in” and up to date with the trends and these will only be 

used by younger generations. 
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7. ANALYSIS OF THE RECEPTION OF CHINA'S GOT 

TALENT 

 In this practical part of the thesis the methodological processes described in 

chapter 6 will be applied and the results evaluated and interpreted. The output from the 

in-depth interviews, the comparative analysis of the content and formal features and the 

thematic analysis of discussions and posts on the social networks (Chinese) will be 

described. The limitations and strengths of all of the applied methodological processes 

were already discussed in the previous chapter. The aim of this practical part is to 

provide some interesting insights of the audience reception from both respective groups. 

The main focus of the thesis is however the reception of CHGT by the audience in the 

PRC, the group of Chinese nationals residing in the UK serves as a control group to 

contrast it with. The intent of the research is to gain deeper knowledge of the young 

people’s understanding of the talent show and its concrete strategies. Furthermore also 

their opinion regarding the role of the jury, their ideas about celebrities and how in 

general they view Western and Chinese popular culture.  

The research goal was to identify westernizing tendencies versus the recipient’s 

countries impact on the content and to highlight the importance of regional centers for 

the production of media. Furthermore, to what extent is Chinese cultural identity 

important to both of the groups and if it is displayed in the respective adaptations. The 

scope of the talent shows was broadened to include all the aired series, as opposed to the 

detailed analysis of just a few. This is done in order to gain more valuable and general 

information about the characters of the winners and also because it was already difficult 

to identify people who watched the show, let alone one particular series. The selection 

process was based on the fact if they are aware and have watched at least some of the 

episodes, otherwise it would have been impossible to find respondents for the in-depth 

interviews. 
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7.1. Chinese nationals living in mainland China 

 The interviews were carried out with 10 people via skype, WeChat and in person 

through an interviewer. They were carried out in Chinese and English. What was 

evident from the information gathered from these interviews is the fact that this show is 

already past its peak of public attention, which is understandable as the show is no 

longer aired on the territory of mainland China. The respondents very often mentioned 

that for them, the new era of TV watching does not involve watching the whole show on 

TV but moreover to watch specific and interesting videos which they search for on 

Youku/ YouTube (VPN) and finding more information about the show on microblog 

sites and social networks and search community engines like Baidu. As for most of 

them, a strong motivation to watch the show were the celebrities chosen to be on the 

jury panel. In fact, some even mentioned that for them that would be the main 

determining factor whether or not they would choose to watch the show.  

 As far as the CHGT show is concerned, in the end all the information gathered 

about the specific strategies of the show such as personal stories and the specific 

disciplines ad winners was very vague and although they were all familiar with the 

show and knew it, a very small number of them remembered concrete details. Their 

answers included statements about the large number of these kinds of shows and the 

inability to differentiate between them. Most of them were unable to recall concrete 

elements from CGHT, as they were blurred with elements from other reality shows.  

As far as the celebrities and TV shows that influenced them strongly when they 

were growing up are concerned, we see the tremendous importance of the Hong Kong, 

Korea and Taiwan production centers and the cast featured in them. This is especially 

true for the period of time in the 90’s/2000s when they were growing up. The reasons 

given for that was the fact that the production on the territory of mainland China was 

not very good and the celebrities were not “in.” Nevertheless, some also mentioned that 

they did watch some Chinese TV shows and movies during this period of time. Western 

celebrities at the time of growing up seemed to matter less so for this group, although 

some of them mentioned that the Western celebrities and TV shows began mattering 

more later on life, for example when they attended Universities, examples like 

Desperate Housewives. Some of them mentioned that they grew up on various types of 

reality variety shows of Chinese origin. Eg. Happy Camp (first aired in 1997), Dad is 

back etc. One person also mentioned that “in the recent years, people start to go back to 

TV shows or movies produced in mainland China, accompanying the prosperity of the 
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market,” which would be also in line with the improved quality and ability of the 

Chinese film studios and also a longing to have one’s own pop-culture. 

They all mentioned that nowadays Chinese people in the PRC have access to 

Western culture through the media. The responses to the question of whether they are 

genuinely interested in it or not and from which channels they have contact with it 

varied a great deal. Some said that they feel like Western culture is everywhere and that 

Western pop-culture is important to them, especially movies and music. The easiest way 

to access that culture they very often mentioned was through the internet. A lot of them 

mentioned that it is the young people who are interested in it and that they know how to 

“use VPN to get across the Great Wall in our internet” meaning that they also have the 

technical abilities to reach broader content.123 One of the people mentioned that they do 

not have a lot opportunities of contact, but the person presented a minority opinion. 

Some of them stated that they download music, TV shows and movies online to be in 

touch with Western culture. An interesting response to the second question was that the 

Chinese admire Western pop culture because “it is more elegant, like classical music.” 

A very strong opinion among most of the respondents was the fact that English music is 

a big part of their lives. Two of them mentioned that “Western culture influences us 

very much.” One of them mentioned that “commercials with Western celebrities 

influence greatly what products we may decide to use.” 

As for the access of pop-culture products from the US or Europe, they most 

often mentioned newly released movies and music. They mentioned that they access 

them through movie players, apps and some download them and one of them mentioned 

the cinema. Two of them wrote that they do not access them on a regular basis and that 

they are not really interested. Some of the TV shows that they mentioned were: Fargo, 

Shameless, Taboo. Moreover shows of Jimmy Kimmel and Jimmy Fallon and songs of 

Taylor Swift.  

As far as the celebrities in China go, four of the interviewees mentioned that 

they used to have idols but not anymore. They either said that they are too old for it or 

that they no longer feel like they have any impact whatsoever on their lives. They 

however also mentioned that they believe that these are definitely important to others. 

One of them mentioned that they are as important as Western celebrities. One of them 

                                                 
123 China’s system of internet controll is seen as one of the most advanced and elaborate ones. The government 

blocks certain websites (FB, Youtube, Wikipedia etc.) and monitors personal access of individuals and filters and 

searches certain keywords. Local internet servers like Baidu largely benefit from this system. 
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said “not really, because they are far away from my life and cannot directly affect my 

life.” As for the Western celebrities, three of the people stated that they are not 

important at all and one of them people said that she is not familiar with these 

celebrities, so she cannot really say. One of the people mentioned that he liked car 

racing a lot and that his favorite car driver was Kimiellen Raikonnen from Finland. He 

used to make many like-minded friends who were interested in the same thing. Some of 

the answers were yes, the Western celebrities are important. Two of the people 

mentioned that they are actually much more important than Chinese celebrities. One 

person also said that she finds it funny that US celebrities give some political opinion. 

This could only be understood in the strict Chinese censored environment, where 

celebrities are a means of entertainment and under no circumstances interfere in the 

political area. One of the people stated a big admiration for Western pop stars. 

Three of the people mentioned that they do not have any particular favorite 

celebrities. Two people mentioned certain Chinese celebrities and they mentioned that 

what is important about them is the fact that they are optimistic and can survive through 

difficult times. Some of the favorite celebrities from other people included: Pan Weibo, 

Ed Sheeran, US singers, Conan O’Brien and Chinese movie and TV show stars. One of 

the people mentioned that she does not have a special one person but that someone 

“who has wisdom and can pass the energy will attract me.” One interesting opinion 

included “if he is handsome, I will like him for a while, so there are many idols.” Two 

people mentioned that they follow the trends of the celebrities and watch closely what 

they wear. 

What was similar for the characteristics of the Chinese celebrities they admire 

for a lot of people was the fact that they should have a positive public image.124 About 

half of the interviewees also mentioned wisdom as an important factor for the celebrity. 

Of course some stated the importance of their professional ability and talent and also 

appearance but for most the second condition was related to the personality. One of 

them mentioned “The celebrities should have a good image, should be honest and kind, 

not arrogant and should have good morals. They should also be trendy and set the 

style.” One of the respondents said that the celebrity should be talented and special and 

should also have some independent opinion on society and politics. She said that 

                                                 
124 The sociological concept of „face“ originated in China and is of great importance. It could be viewed as a 

metaphor to honor, reputation and public image. The worst case can be „losing the face“ or 失面子 or 丢脸. Losing 

face means a flaw in the ability to function in a given social order. We can see that this is important especially for 

people who are in the public spotlight. 
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celebrities should take some moral responsibility. Only two people mentioned 

appearance and skills as the only characteristic important for them. One person said that 

a celebrity should be “wise and low key.” Most of the people stated that the only fan 

activities they carry out is following the movies and shows that their celebrities 

participate in. Some of them said that they follow them on social media but no “crazy 

special fan stuff.” 

8 people said that they do not believe that CHGT is a nationwide phenomenon 

and two of them stated that it is. Most of them said that there a lot of these shows 

nowadays and thus the attention is fragmented between many of the different reality 

shows. For China however it is necessary to say, that a few million really are not 

considered anything extraordinary. One of the people said that it is a nationwide 

phenomenon because it is on a very popular TV channel, which everyone has access to 

and people talked about it, especially during the 1st series, however not anymore as the 

life cycle of these productions is pretty short. It has now been replaced by new and 

different shows. One person mentioned that it is a show you watch with your family on 

the weekend.  

As for the things they do or do not like about this particular talent show, most of 

them said they cannot really say. Mostly they mentioned that it is just a form of 

entertainment, so it is not something they would take too seriously. One of the people 

mentioned that she does not like it too much precisely because of the stories, “too many 

stories and the progress is too slow.” Other two people mentioned that it seems fake and 

that they even suspect that people create the stories to be more interesting and gain 

sympathy. Two of the interviewees said that they like the fact that it is open to everyone 

and people can participate in all categories. One of the respondents said that she likes 

the fact that this show focuses on all age categories, not like the other reality shows 

which are usually for the younger people. She said: “The stories are touching. Everyone 

has an equal chance to show themselves. Older people take part not because they want 

to make a career out of it, just to have fun. Just like dancing in the squares.”125 Two 

people agreed that even though the talent is not that good, it still interesting to see even 

the bad performances. 

                                                 
125 In China older people gather in parks and squares and sing karaoke together, dance classical standard dances or 

traditional Chinese fan dances and interact with each other. For foreigners it is something new and surprising. They 

sometimes even have „dating events“ where they try to find spouses for their children or grandchildren and hang up 

pictures of them outside. 
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The basic principle of the show according to most people is just simply for 

entertainment and to make stars out of real people. For most of them this question 

seemed pretty difficult, moreover the questions in general seemed difficult for them as 

they were used to always having either a right or a wrong answer, which in this case the 

interviewer (author) assured them there is none. One of the people said that “the basic 

principle is letting different cultures have equal opportunities to be shown on this 

program.” None of the people who were interviewed have ever voted in CHGT 

personally. CHGT show according to some is relevant to their culture because many of 

the contestants combine their performance with elements from traditional Chinese 

culture such Beijing Opera, Kung Fu or play traditional Chinese instruments. The 

relevance some claimed lies also in the fact that “ordinary people can shine if you give 

them the right opportunity.” A few people said that they think it is relevant because it is 

about the ordinary people. 

Regarding the possibility to vote, most people thought it is a good thing that 

people can choose whom they like the most. Some of them also said that it is a good 

feeling for the participants themselves, that they are supported and recognized by the 

audience. As for the comparison with the Chinese election voting, most people 

mentioned that it is altogether different. They did not feel like elaborating much and a 

lot of the admitted that they are not too familiar with CHGT voting system. Someone 

mentioned that CHGT voting is recreational and random. Another person mentioned 

that there are no similarities because people can vote in CHGT if they want but not 

everyone can vote in political elections in the PRC.126 In other words it is impossible for 

a regular Chinese citizen to directly influence the elections on higher levels. One person 

also mentioned that she thinks that there are a lot of people voting. A very interesting 

statement was “Voting in Chinese politics is different, voting on the show is according 

to your own will, no one is forcing you. If you feel like it, you do it. In politics it is 

voting by levels, you usually have a representative and then it goes to higher levels. In 

CHGT it is direct.” 

The question of nationality in CGHT was a difficult question for most. Most of 

them said that they are not sure. One of the people mentioned that nationality in the 

                                                 
126 Chinese political elections are based on a hierchical political electoral system. Local people’s Congresses are directly elected and 

all higher levels up to the National People’s Comgress are indirectly elected by the People’s Congress level below. The President 
and the State Council are elected by the National People's Congress. People can vote directly only on the provincial level of Local 

People’s Congress and village commitee members. Although there is no legal requirement for either membership in or approval by 
the Communist Party of China, in practice the membership of the higher people's congresses and people's governments are largely 

determined by the Party. 
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show is important in all respects because it shows their culture on the stage and may 

remove notions of prejudice etc. Other two people had the opinion that it is not 

important at all and one person said that the only reason why it matters is because of 

culture diversity. “One thing may seem incredible in China but is just ordinary in 

Europe.” One interviewee mentioned that nationality provides access to the stage for 

ordinary people. As for the ethnic minorities and Han Chinese on CHGT most people 

did not know or could not recall. One of them said that it will be noticed that the person 

is of a different ethnic descent but that the performance shall be forgotten soon. Two 

people said that he/she noticed other ethnic minorities and foreigners. One of them said 

that they often choose performances that are related to their culture and that it guides the 

talent that they show. For example “People from Xinjiang will dance traditional dances 

to show culture through the talent and the dress they wear.” In this regard they will 

stand out and people will notice. As far as the multicultural features of CHGT, most 

people again were not sure about it. About three said that it is multicultural. One of 

them said the reason is that people from different provinces bring their local talent to the 

show and another person gave examples of a typical jianzhi boat song which is 

traditional Chinese as opposed to Hip-Hop which is US culture and thus it all meets in 

this one show. 

None of the people could recall any winners especially, which again shows the 

saturation of the market with all kinds of shows and the fact that these people have 

already been forgotten, as the notion of “celetoid” mentioned before already forecasts. 

These people became celebrities within months and then very often are quickly 

forgotten. A few of the people remembered Liu Wei the armless pianist upon the lead 

answer given by the interviewer. They mentioned they have seen either videos of him or 

have come across some information on the news. They said he is known but not so 

much compared to other really famous celebrities. Most people were also not sure about 

the cultural background of the participants. Three people said that it is very important. 

One of them mentioned that it is actually an important feature of the performance itself. 

One mentioned that if a Chinese recites poetry, it is normal and nothing special but if 

some from Europe or the US can do that, it is a talent. Therefore the cultural 

background is very important. Here only a personal remark regarding the fact that the 

people are very often not aware that the whole performance is created into a mythical 

discourse, it becomes such a natural part of the performance that they may not even be 

aware of it. Most people could not recall any special talents that were most often 
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featured. Many mentioned that it took place ages ago and that they do not recall. One of 

them said that Chinese people in general “love to watch incredible things happen.” 

Mostly they said it has been forgotten, since it was aired a longer time ago.  

Half of the people said that the jury is important and half of the people were not 

sure. One of them said that they are important because they decide about the fate of the 

contestants. Another person said that they find the opinion of the jurors important and 

interesting. One person said their opinions are not important and one person that they 

are important in setting trends. A few people mentioned that who is on the jury panel 

may affect people who will watch the show. The audience will be watching how they 

behave throughout the show. Most people said they did not follow these particular 

celebrities on any social networks. Only one of them mentioned that she follows them 

on social networks and one of the follows them only on TV. Most of the people prefer 

to access celeb new from Chinese sources. Most of the people mentioned Weibo and 

Wechat. A few mentioned QQ and one mentioned YouTube and Facebook. Another 

person mentioned NetEase News. Most of them stated that the Chinese media sources 

are closer to their lives and one of them said that “Weibo is the most important source in 

nowadays China to access celebrities.” One of the people said that for the audience it is 

interesting how the celebrities are behaving and if they are good people in their private 

lives as well.  

Last question was if they know any other adaptations of this show. One of them 

said that she knew BGT before CHGT and that she likes it better than the Chinese 

version. Most of them said they do not know and some stated other adapted shows like 

the Voice 中国好声音. Two people said they have heard about some, but they cannot 

recall and have never watched them. Two people said there are so many of them 

nowadays. 
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7.2. First, second and third generations of Chinese living in 

Britain 

The interviews were carried out with 10 people via skype, WeChat or 

WhatsApp. These Chinese are the so called hua qiao 华侨 a term used for overseas 

Chinese. The audience perception of BGT and ideas about celebrities of this diaspora 

population were analyzed and may point towards certain ambiguities concerning their 

identity of where exactly they belong to and which world they identify the most with. In 

general it was found out that they have slightly differing viewing habits and opinions on 

the show Britain’s Got Talent. The main focus of the thesis is however on CHGT. The 

respondents from this second group are not regular viewers of BGT, and mostly they 

either do not find the show interesting and in some case they even view it quite 

negatively. There are different groups of these respondents, some are interested in 

keeping in contact with pop-culture products from China on a regular basis and some 

are more interested in the current environment production. There were however also 

people who did not seem to be interested in either of these products. 

As far as the Western celebrities whom they knew before they moved to the UK 

goes (for the 1st generation Chinese), all of them mentioned that they previously have 

known some. Most of them mentioned either pop singers, Hollywood celebrities or 

simply actors from TV shows and the internet. Some of the mentioned celebrities were 

the very famous Western icons like Michael Jackson,127 Britney Spears and Aqua. One 

of the respondents mentioned that the movie Titanic had such a huge success in China, 

that the cinemas were completely sold out and it was difficult to purchase a ticket. The 

respondents mention that they knew them from TV, movies and the internet. One of the 

respondents mentioned that there were no good quality Western shows available at the 

time, not like there are nowadays. One person mentions that there were many music 

videos available with Michael Jackson, Britney Spears (especially after the hit “Oops I 

did it again”), featured in stores and everywhere. The band Aqua was also tremendously 

popular in South Asia according to three people – one states that “pink and colorful 

covers were attractive for us, there were VCDs of them.” Two people mentioned kids 

TV channels, episodes of Western animated shows dubbed in Chinese and for example 

                                                 
127 Many Chinese even when abroad use Chinese names of Western celebrities, as an example Michael Jackson in Chinese is 迈克 

杰克逊. This is translated according to phonetic similarity and people very often cannot remember the English name. 
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“Bill Nye the Science Guy – this was my exposure.” Moreover one person explained the 

importance of Disney movies to her while growing up.  

The answers regarding the second question about the Chinese culture awareness 

of the people in the UK varied. Most of the people said that they are aware of it but 

either very superficially or that it depends on the people and that they have 

misconceptions. One person said that they come into contact with it in London, as there 

is Chinatown. One person stated that London and the rest of the UK is really different as 

far as the awareness is concerned. London is very much cosmopolitan, there is the 

Chinese New Year’s Festival which attracts UK citizens, but it is only once per year.  

Moreover there are beer advertisements Qingdao in English featured on TV, Tesco 

promotions on Chinese New Year and Chinese take-Away, other than that there is not 

really that much Chinese culture awareness. There were some misunderstandings which 

the interviewees mentioned that people in the UK have. These are for example: They 

were thinking that “China is behind the time, really backwards.  And the reality is that it 

is very modern and they only know the traditional face of culture, not the modern more 

complex and profound face of China. Lots of things to discover, even Chinese cannot 

understand it (pop-culture).” Europeans as they mentioned sometimes only see it black 

and white and do not see below the surface. Some people said people in the UK know it 

as the largest economic body and some people as one of the longest lasting civilizations. 

One person said that since she is surrounded by people at her University, she can say 

that her classmates have a quite high cultural awareness but she is not sure about others.  

As for the question whether the people access Chinese Pop-Culture products or 

not, about half of the people said yes and half of the people stated that no. From the 

respondents who provided positive answers, these included the fact that there is a bunch 

of Chinese musicians and that they are curious what music is popular in China at the 

moment. One respondent said that once per month she gets on yinyue tai and checks the 

weekly rankings. On Tumbler she follows pop culture posts, upcoming idol groups, 

movies and she was particularly interested in the recent Monkey King animated new 

version – cool. This person also went to the cinema to watch the Mermaid movie in 

London. Some people said that they watch TV shows regularly, every week and that 

they “prefer to watch something from home, something related to my own culture.” A 

few people said that they like to watch reality TV, which is more popular in China and 

has a lot of productions. Even though she is in the UK, she said she knows what is going 

on in China. Shows that some people watched included: The Voice, CHGT, I am a 
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Singer. One person also said that he watches 欢乐颂 which is a TV show drama in China 

and two people said that they also like to watch Chinese TV shows. 

Two people said that Chinese celebrities are and were not important to them and 

the rest of the people said that they are. To the majority of people the most important 

celebrities are those, that they admired as children on TV shows etc., these also evoke a 

kind of nostalgic mood and memory. One person said that she does not really care about 

the rest. Another mentions: “They are important, I still keep up with them. When I was 

younger there were a few people, that everyone seemed to know. They were important, 

and I feel comfort when I see them.” Two people said that celebrities in China are 

important and that they used to buy a lot of posters before, not anymore though. Two 

people also said that they follow them on Weibo to see what is going on in their life. 

One person said that celebrities are important to her because “they represent the current 

trends and people´s taste in China I guess, they allow me to know what kind of person 

or style Chinese people adore nowadays.”  

As for the British celebrities, most people stated that they are not important to 

them at all. One person actually said “I am not really a fan of British celebrities.” 

Another mentions that when she was in high school she was watching panel shows, 

BBC radio 4, radio drama, news and comedy shows. One person said that they are 

important and they are very talented. Two people said that they are good ones, talented 

but not as important as Chinese celebrities. One person said that they might be really 

good and professional, but the emotional attachment will never be as strong like to those 

from China. 

Two people said that they do not have any particular favorite celebrities in the 

UK, but they do like some. For one person favorite UK celebrities are mostly comedians 

or radio personalities. Two people mentioned David Attenborough. “The guy is a 

naturalist and narrator on Planet Earth and his knowledge is remarkable.” These 

respondents stated that they like the fact that he dedicated his life to science and 

education and “that he gained his fame through hard working, not trough talent shows.” 

Some of the other people mentioned celebrities from the UK including: David Mitchell, 

the star of Peep Show, prominent and Richard Ayoade of the show IT Crowd. UK 

celebrities that were also popular are Ed Sheeran, Adele (said Chinese name). The girl 

mentioned that “we use Chinese versions of British names and for the actors I usually 

cannot remember the name at all.“ 
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As for Chinese celebrities most of them liked musicians like Jay Chou, Jolin 

Tsai, Fei Wong and said that there are many other good ones. Many actors and actresses 

in Chinese TV shows were also popular among the people. One girl said that it’s “better 

to admire guys and that she is more attached to them than to female celebrities.” She 

said that she can “fall in love with them.” Another person stated that her favorite is Liu 

Xiao Ling Tong and that he is from the famous TV show Journey to the West.128 This 

persona acted as the Monkey King and “he left important memories for our generation.” 

One person mentioned Tang Wei but that she doesn´t not know her background apart 

from the professional career. Two people only mentioned that they have none. One 

person said that she likes Tang Wei but is not sure what she does outside the spotlight. 

As far as which characteristics are important in regard to celebrities in the UK 

and if they remain the same or change, the answers varied and were quite vague. Some 

people said that they do change over time, before they did not look deeply, it sufficed if 

the celebrities were good looking, clever and funny.  Now some of them mentioned that 

they are interested in how they use their fame and if they are a good person and what 

kind of statements they make about certain issues. A couple of people said that for UK 

celebrities they only judge and care about their professional side, their songs, and if 

their work is good or not. This as some people mentioned remains the same for them 

over time. 

About the important characteristics of Chinese celebrities, some answers were 

the same like for the UK. Before for some of the interviewees the concern used to be 

quite superficial and now they are interested in how they are using their visibility – 

which one person says is a lot different than of how they use their fame. Three people 

said that as opposed to the UK celebrities, they do follow them, know what they are 

doing also in their private life, rather than only in the professional sphere. They care 

about “what kind of good things they do, their character and morals.” One person also 

interestingly stated that she knows them very well. People said they care about how they 

react in TV shows, if they act smartly and with respect. Two people also said that for 

them it may work the other way around, first they hear their opinions and see how they 

behave and then they start caring about what they do on a professional level. Due to one 

person, they should care about Chinese philosophy. Another comment was that “they 

                                                 
128 One of the four great classical novels of Chinese literature, the main character is a Monkey King who fights off all 

evil, this was very often featured on TV. 
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must be knowledgeable and have an opinion and be international.” Two people said that 

since they do not have any, they cannot really say. 

As for the fan activities by which they demonstrate their support for their idols, 

the responses seemed quite similar to the responses from the interviewees from the 

PRC. Most of them said that they no longer participate in any special fan activities, 

apart from the regular everyday cultural active participation, if any. Probably for the 

most part people just mentioned that they access online rankings and carry out activities 

that do not take too long like buying a single or watching a movie in the cinema. Other 

activities people mentioned included going to concerts, but “no crazy other activities.” 

Some people also mentioned that they follow what they do. One person said that she 

pays TV licenses and reads books that the celebrities issued. 

7 people said that BGT is a nationwide phenomenon and 3 people said it is not. 

One person said that it is a household show and that all around the world the countries 

have their own versions, so the format has gotten big. One of the people said that BGT 

is not a nationwide phenomenon anymore, but it may have been one before and she also 

said that nobody talks about it at work. One person said that it is out of fashion and that 

they should create something new. One of the people who said yes said that it is a bad 

phenomenon. Regarding the things that people said they do like or do not like about 

BGT, it was quite surprising that from this group of respondents there was a lot of 

criticism regarding this show, whereas the group in PRC either viewed it as positive, 

harmless entertainment or at most boring. Some of the positive comments included that 

you can vote for anyone and that it shows people from any background and 

demonstrates diversity. One comment included “I don’t watch it regularly but I think it 

is great, just entertainment. Nothing negative.” One person said the “curse of the show 

is that the most qualified person does not win or the person who should have been the 

favorite of fans does not win.” Another good thing about it is that you watch the 

highlights, best and worst performances. Two people said that they do not care that 

much since it is just entertainment, they cannot be serious about it. Some of the very 

critical comments stated that: “It looks so hypocritical. All is just for show to entertain 

the audience which is more important than finding real talented people.” People are 

allegedly not aware of the line between glory and fame. “BGT is simply a show 

performed by young attention seekers who want nothing but a shortcut to an imaginary 

lavish life of being famous.” 
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The basic principle of the show according to the respondents is that the public is 

allowed to vote for their favorites and there is a cash prize at the end of the journey. 

Another person stated that it is about finding a celebrity from our real life, anyone from 

our life could become very popular and it shows a dream come true. One of the negative 

comments said that BGT is trying to attract the biggest audience possible in order to do 

advertising. And one person said that being different does not mean talented. Quite a 

few people admitted that they cannot characterize the basic principle and that they are 

not sure. None of the interviewed people have ever voted on the show Britain’s Got 

Talent personally and they moreover mentioned that being able to vote is the same 

feeling as voting in politics. None of them saw any differences or they simply stated that 

they do not know. One person said that it is positive that people can influence the 

outcome and vote for their favorites. 

To the question of how it is relevant to the country they live in, most of them 

could not answer. One person said that it is related to the “vivid superficiality of pop 

culture.” As far as nationality was concerned, people said that it is interesting if the 

show can diversify the performance. Most people said that nationality is not important, 

other were not sure. “Nationality is not so important but to me it is important that there 

is a variety of different people on the show.” One person said nationality is important in 

terms of showing diversity and equality. “Where people are from does not define them.” 

Answers to whether or not BGT displays multicultural features were also mixed. One 

girl said that BGT does not show multicultural features, for her no. Some people did not 

give a clear answer and were unsure, others said that it does not and two people said that 

it does. One person mentions “No Chinese people on the show, would be more 

interesting to watch. Most are British and only people from the UK means one culture.” 

Two people said that there are people from different parts of the world who take part in 

the show. One person said that you cannot put a limit to people’s will, so that would be 

a positive aspect that there is no prejudice and one person stated that multicultural 

features “are not displayed and demonstrated by a fame seeking show.” 

As for all of the respondents, no winners came to their mind especially and they 

did not really recall the acts either. None of them also remembered the talents which 

were most often featured and the leads did not help. Most of the people agreed that 

personal stories are very important, but they were critical towards this tool as means of 

manipulating the audience. “If you have a very bad life, you can still get the best out of 

it. People make up stories to win the show.” Another person mentioned that it is about 
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creativity and how you attract people. One person said that everyone has a story to tell 

but it becomes deeply cliché in the process. Two people said that it is important to show 

a variety of backgrounds, not the same white face and that it is really important for 

people who were not born in this country to be represented on the screen. Two people 

said that they are not sure. 

The jury from their most of the people’s perspective are a professional authority 

and they can tell if the performance is good or bad, whereas the audience is subjective. 

One person said that they are a tool of quality control and they can distinguish if the 

talent is real rather than likable by the audience. The jury can judge the quality and they 

are an authority. Two people said that they are not important and that it is just 

entertainment. 6 people access the celeb news from Chinese sources, two said they do 

not access them at all and the rest access them from Western media sources. Celeb news 

accessed from Chinese media sources most often included Weibo. The person who 

accessed them from Western sources mentions that she obtains “celeb news from 

Twitter, tailored to celebrities that I am interested in. Before it used to be Weibo but it 

has gotten a bad reputation of publishing news that isn’t true about celebrities.” Most of 

them have heard about CHGT adaptation but do not find it interesting and mostly have 

not watched it. Two people have not known about CHGT. The final remark comments 

included the wrapping up of the critical commentary by one of the interviewees “Pop 

culture is like a tide, comes and goes. It is not important.” 
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7.3. Thematic analysis of social networks (Sina Weibo, Baidu & 

qq) 

In terms of the profile/ fan page of the show China’s Got Talent on Sina Weibo, 

it has 1 million and 69000 fans and only 260 people currently follow it and 7656 are 

microblogging on the topics at the moment. Moreover as it was discovered, some of the 

posts very often have no connection with the show and are sometimes used for 

promotion purposes by other companies/ products. This is mainly because the show 

already came to an end in the PRC and the last series 5 was aired from 2013 – 2014 and 

has since then been replaced by a number of new variety and talent shows.129 

On the left-hand panel there are photos and links to the profiles related 

celebrities, who are known for performing on the show. The most popular ones are on 

the top and the ones with less followers are on the bottom. The first most popular person 

is for some reason Liu Wei who is not directly involved in the performance of the show 

itself. Her name is Liu Wei and she is the CEO of Giant Network. The second 

mentioned celebrity is a member of the jury panel, actress Zhao Wei. In third place is 

Cheng Lei, CHGT’s only host throughout all 5 seasons. The last is a runner up 

contestant singer from series 5, Liu Jiao Shou. On Weibo also on the left side panel 

there are furthermore the number of the hashtags/references to the show, the number of 

people who checked in at the particular location (in the Shanghai concert hall during the 

auditions).  
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As far as some of the comments are concerned, many people judge or mention 

the celebrities’ style or appearance, either in a positive or negative way. The most often 

mentioned people are members of the jury. In one of the comments shown above, a 

Weibo member says that she likes Zhao Wei’s style of clothing and in what ways her 

style has changed over time. “TV viewers are watching her style of clothing, she used to 

wear dark extravagant clothes but this time it is something unique – the color of the 

dress.”130 

 Some of the other comments include posts of people who were contestants of the 

previous series and who are sharing their stories to encourage people to participate in 

this kind of Talent Show. Of course there are also frequent reference posts to some 

interesting contestants who managed to reach the audience and grab their attention. 

Interestingly enough, many times the mentioned contestants are either foreigners, 

contestants from other ethnic minorities or participants with some very powerful and 

unique personal stories. One of the more often mentioned par is a Mongolian boy 

Wudamu and the post also includes a video of the performance. He comes in the 

traditional clothing of Mongolian people.131 The first shot of his medallion focuses on 

green plains in Inner Mongolia and the yurts. He then explains where exactly he comes 

from and then the next camera take shows him coming on stage, where he once again is 

confronted by the juror and asked about his heritage. This also due to the different 

accent he speaks and the boy dedicates his song to his mom. The judge asks him where 

his mom is and he says that his mom and dad are both in heaven. The post itself states 

that he has a “heavenly” voice and that he is extraordinarily talented.  

There quite a few posts and comments about foreigners taking part in this talent 

show, for example two mixed race children, who are simply described as cute. 

Moreover the most bizarre performance mentioned in the post is of a foreigner Ian from 

the UK, who also participated in this show. Although there are not so many foreigners 

who participate in the show, the more interesting and unique their performances are. Ian 

Inglis decided to perform a “medley” of the Chinese red communist’s songs the 

traditional clothing of that period.132 He even performed the typical dances, marches, 

took out the red Quotations from Chairman Mao Tse Tung book and performed the 

                                                                                                                                               
129 The author of the thesis was at a scholarship stay in PRC Beijing at the Renmin University in China during 

2013/14, the time when the last season was aired on TV. 
130 Weibo, accessed 10 February, 2017, 

http://s.weibo.com/weibo/%25E4%25B8%25AD%25E5%259B%25BD%25E8%25BE%25BE%25E4%25BA%25B

A%25E7%25A7%2580?topnav=1&wvr=6&b=1. 
131 See attachment No. 5. 
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whole act out. From my perspective, it was so bizarre that immediately I thought of a 

prank or irony however the Chinese audience loved it. For them it is this kind of 

nostalgia that surrounds it.133  In the interviews with the jury he states that he feels “red 

inside” and that he feels like he is a part of China. One of the jurors comments on the 

fact that he did some positive thing as he recreated the communist red songs to make 

them “contemporary and modern” and show that any foreigner can take part in this 

show. The end quotation refers to the motto of the Olympic Games is China 同一个世

界同一个梦想 - one world, one dream. Everyone is in this together and it gets a very 

nationalist undertone nevertheless, a China foreign patriot perhaps? Ian got into the last 

16 participants and then was not allowed to perform anymore, as someone from the 

broadcasting authority called him and stated that it is not desirable. 

On V.qq.com concrete videos of interesting performances from the show were 

most often featured with references and reviews added directly under the given videos, 

which were posted by the page provider himself. On the pages ranks of related 

celebrities, Cheng Lei was in first place of popularity, which is not surprising as he has 

stayed the host throughout all 5 series of CHGT and is probably the best known person. 

Second is Zhuo Jun, who was the winner of the second series. He is a pop dancer and is 

interesting especially since his story again strives to stress that he is from the 

countryside from rural China. He is shown in the videos as dancing and practicing even 

while working in the fields.134 One of the commentaries under some videos includes a 

statement “I don’t like these three young jurors.”   

On Baidu.com there are many post commenting on the overall style and behavior of the 

jury. To give an example, there is a comment in which all the jury members are being 

characterized. Liu Ye is described as the funny one, Suo You Peng the serious and 

considerate one, Wang Lei Zhong always wants to keep it cool and Zhao Wei is there to 

keep it emotional and touching. Some other posts also discuss critically the jurors’ 

approach to the contestants and their performances. One of the posts states that he does 

not like the behavior of juror Liu Ye and his arrogance. The print screened post135 on 

Baidu shown below says that most of the audience who come to watch the performances 

and view them on TV do not come because of the participants themselves but do it 

                                                                                                                                               
132 See attachment No. 6. 
133 Song Fengman provided me with a commentary and her feelings regarding this performance. 
134 See attachment No. 7. 
135 Baidu, accessed on May 5, 2017, http://tieba.baidu.com/p/2751433646# 
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because of the jurors. This would further suggest that the jurors as celebrities and with 

their status may be very powerful figures and opinion leaders. 

 

Another interesting figure and one not to be omitted is the winner of the first 

series of CHGT Liu Wei136 who continues to be involved and influence even the later 

series. His probably has the strongest personal story in the whole show and is often 

mentioned across all the platforms. His handicap is a reason why his performance is so 

special. Liu Wei suffered an electric shock while playing hide and seek when he was 10 

years old. He was in the emergency room for 45 days and when he woke up he realized 

he did not have any feeling in his arms, which he states in his medallions. He lost both 

of his arms and he had to teach himself to eat by himself and do everything by himself. 

His mother taught him that he is no different than anyone else. He said that he can do 

everything he wants to with his feet, that is also why he started to play the piano with 

his feet. His mom said that she does not want him to be successful but to grow up like a 

normal healthy person. Some of the comments under his videos on YouTube and Youku 

include: “Tears are pouring down already, what a strong will. God when he creates 

people, it is really strange – when you are healthy and you are not successful what are 

your excuses and look at brother (Liu Wei), what a will and dedication.” Another 

comment states that although he is handicapped, he is not useless. Especially in China 

the handicapped are ostracized and it is very difficult for them to find jobs. There is 

                                                 
136 See attachment No. 4. 
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some social welfare however it is not enough to maintain a decent life standard. This is 

why they very often learn some artistic discipline and perform to earn some extra 

money. Here it again shows how moved people are with his story and they admire him 

not only for his talent but for his ability to overcome all obstacles. “I feel sorry for you. 

Your mom is strong and so are you. You bravely face the whole world.” 
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Summary 

If one were to choose the most difficult part of the whole thesis, then it would 

most certainly be the process of having to summarize the whole content into a few 

pages. It is impossible to mention all the interesting insights and outcomes, but at least 

briefly it can be said that in general this particular master thesis deals with the 

westernizing tendencies in Chinese pop culture on the examples of the adapted global 

format China’s Got Talent. First of all the larger theoretical framework of media 

globalization was introduced and the evolution of the theories of cultural imperialism 

and geo-cultural flows was provided. Areas such as reality and talent shows were 

explained with respect to the “rise of ordinary people” building on the foundations of 

liberal theories of thought. The notion of “celetoid” was explained in regard to the rise 

of superficially created idols from ordinary people who are very different from the 

traditional celebrities. Moreover as far as the concrete format adaptation and the 

specifics of pop culture in Asia is concerned, approaches more convenient for the 

understanding of this exploratory focus such as “glocalization,” “cultural proximity” 

and “hybrid programing” were discussed. 

In the second part of the theoretical section, a historical overview of the Asian 

and Chinese context in respect to TV broadcasting, pop culture and TV products was 

provided. The important influences of Korea, Hong Kong and Taiwan on Chinese 

audience and TV production were also mentioned. This overview is important in order 

to understand the interesting and specific character of the current media environment 

landscape where state rigid policies intermingle with the rapid commercialization and 

with the demand for entertainment. Moreover Fung very accurately highlights the 

ambiguous “globalized Chinese version” of pop-culture with its national features. The 

influence of the West is apparent however the aim of China is to create its own modified 

pop-culture version influenced by the West but of Chinese origin. The historical 

overview concluded with the contemporary TV production where variety, dramas and 

talent shows are an important part of everyday pop culture in China. 

In the subsequent part of the theoretical section the concrete adaptations of the 

Got Talent shows were described. The overall format was introduced and its success 

and history was mentioned and then the two respective adaptations, CHGT and BGT 

with its specific features were described. The Western and Eastern adaptation specifics 

are mentioned and the necessity to customize the show and align it with the territory’s 
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cultural values to prolong is life span is explained. The Chinese capability is to infuse 

foreign elements with the Chinese characteristics and thus it is a rejection of the theory 

of the dominant imposing Western culture crushing the passive recipient. 

In the practical section the selected methodology was first described and its 

potential strengths and weaknesses have been identified. The chosen methodological 

approaches included qualitative analysis through in-depth interviews with Chinese 

nationals in the PRC and in the UK, a comparative analysis of the two adaptations and a 

basic thematic analysis of the chosen Chinese social media Baidu, QQ and Weibo. The 

main research goal was to identify viewer experience and opinions regarding the show 

CGHT in the PRC and to analyze the audience reception of this show. Moreover it was 

also decided that general tendencies about celebrities and pop-culture would be 

enquired into. The group of Chinese in the UK and their reception of BGT was used for 

comparison as a control group.  

As far as some interesting insights from the in-depth interviews for the group in 

PRC go, the show is definitely past the peak of public attention, which is understandable 

as it is no longer aired. The jury was a very important incentive for many of the 

respondents to watch the show and they view them as people who to a certain extent are 

experts in their field and may set trends, which was also evident from some of the 

comments on social media. The respondents are no longer interested in watching the 

whole show but they actively seek the content they are interested in and watch only 

certain videos. Most of the answers as far as the CHGT show is concerned were very 

vague. This is partly because the show is already outdated and has been replaced by a 

large number of other reality talent shows. The second reason is that especially Chinese 

respondents might sometimes have the feeling of an answer simply having a correct or 

incorrect answer, which here would not be the case. However they may have been 

reluctant to voice their assumptions, as they did not want to appear ignorant or as 

someone not knowing he right answer.  

The most important regions of influence for Chinese in the PRC as far as TV 

shows and celebrities are concerned while growing up were Hong Kong, Korea and 

Taiwan, especially in the 90s and 2000s. Western celebrities for most of them seemed to 

matter later on life, during college etc. They all mentioned that nowadays they have 

access to Western culture and some felt that Western culture was everywhere. They 

again mentioned that they can actively seek the content that they are interested in and go 

even to such lengths as using VPN systems in order to access content which would 
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usually be censored. Some of them said that they look up to Western culture and some 

even mentioned that it may affect their purchasing habits etc. Most of them mentioned 

that they do not carry out any special fan activities, as they either feel too old for it or 

are simply not interested. For most parts, no matter if Chinese or Western celebrities, 

people mentioned very interestingly that character traits like wisdom, good morals and a 

good public image of the celebrities are important to them. The majority of the people 

agreed that CHGT is not a nationwide phenomenon but that it might have been, they 

however mostly mentioned that there are too many of these shows and they often 

confuse them. 

Most people just viewed the show as an entertainment form and found positive 

that it gives and equal chance almost to anyone. None of the people have ever voted in 

CHGT and they found the political elections compared to voting in CHGT as something 

completely different. Mostly they did not want to elaborate on that however a few 

people mentioned that voting in CHGT is according to one’s free will and anyone can 

have an impact, as opposed to elections in PRC. Some people mentioned that the show 

is relevant to their culture in such a way that different traditional artistic disciplines are 

featured in CHGT. As for nationality, the answers were vague but some people 

mentioned that it is important to show diversity and others mentioned that it is not 

important and that anyone can participate. Some people noticed certain contestants from 

other ethnic minorities, but most of them could not remember. None of them could 

recall any talents or winners, but up on the lead answer, some of them remembered the 

pianist Liu Wei. Most people follow celeb news on Chinese media channels, most 

commonly Weibo and QQ because they feel they are closer to them. 

Just for contrast, the group of interviewees in the UK was much more familiar 

with Western celebrities even while growing up. They viewed BGT as a nationwide 

phenomenon but many of them perceived it very critically and did not like it. They 

thought it was very superficial and that it was for “attention seekers.” About half of the 

people access Chinese pop culture products on a regular basis and many of them have a 

strong nostalgic attachment to Chinese celebrities from their childhood. Chinese 

celebrities for most of them were much more important and the characteristics they 

expected from the celebrities were very similar to those from the 1st group. Voting in 

BGT was no special occasion to them and they compared it to the feeling of voting in 

elections. A lot of them saw even the personal stories of the contestants as a way of 

manipulating the audience. This is in direct contrast for example to the posts on the 
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social media, where the Chinese audience in PRC seems to be genuinely moved by 

various powerful stories of the contestants such as the Mongolian orphan boy, armless 

pianist, farmer dancer or the foreigner singing the “red” songs. 

As in the theoretical section previously mentioned, a normative approach from 

the Western perspective should not be used in analyzing the Chinese popular culture, 

since it is an ever evolving and specific field full of surprises, ambiguities and 

intervening global, local and national influences. The same can be also said regarding 

the gathered insights, there is no clear black and white answer as to what degree the 

culture is being westernized. Even among such a small group of people, the diversity is 

tremendous. When dealing with Chinese pop-culture one should heed simplistic quick 

conclusions. Yes, Chinese pop-culture is influenced by the West to a certain extent, but 

it is also influenced by many other factors as well and is more importantly developing 

its own significant and unique pop culture environment which is vice versa impacting 

the seemingly sterile Western global formats. The Chinese are creating their own 

globalized pop-culture version with national culture elements of their own making. 
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Závěr 

Pokud by člověk měl vybrat nejtěžší část celé diplomové práce, tak by to zcela 

určitě bylo shrnutí celého obsahu do několika stránek. Je zcela nemožné zmínit všechny 

zajímavé poznatky a výsledky, avšak alespoň stručně lze shrnout, že tato diplomová 

práce se zabývá westernizačními tendencemi popové kultury v Číně na příkladu 

adptovaného globálního formátu China’s Got Talent. V první řadě byl představen širší 

teoretický rámec globalizace médií a vývoje teorií kulturního imperialismu a geo-

kulturních toků. Oblasti a pojmy jako „reality show“ a „talentové show“ jsou vysvětleny 

ve vztahu k „vzestupu obyčejných lidí,“ které navazují na základy teorií liberalismu. 

Práce se rovněž věnuje pojmu “celetoid,“ který odkazuje k vzestupu uměle vytvořených 

idolů z řad běžných lidí, které jsou velmi odlišné od tradičně chápaných celebrit.  Dále, 

co se týká konkrétních formátových adpaptací a specifik populární kultury v Asii, byly 

přiblíženy teoretické přístupy vhodnější vzhledem ke zkoumanému záměru, tedy pojmy 

jako „glokalizace,“ „kulturní blízkost“ a „hybridní program.“ 

V druhé části teoretické sekce byl poskytnut historický přehled asijského a 

čínského prostředí ve vztahu k televiznímu vysílání, popové kultuře a televizním 

produktům Byly rovněž zmíněny zásadní vlivy kulturních center jako jsou Korea, Hong 

Kong a Tajwan ve vztahu k čínským publikům a televizní produkci. Tento přehled je 

důležitý pro pochopení zajímavého a specifického charakteru současného čínského 

mediálního prostředí, kde se přísné vládní strategie prolínají s rychlou komercializací a 

s rostoucí poptávkou po zábavě. Dále Fung velmi přesně upozorňuje na dvojznačnost 

„globalizované čínské verze“ popové kultury s národními prvky. Vliv západu je zřejmý, 

avšak záměr Číny je vytvořit svou vlastní modifikovanou verzi ovlivněnou západem, 

avšak čínského původu. Historický přehled byl uzavřen současnou situací televizní 

produkce, kde varietní pořady, seriály a talentové pořady jsou důležitou součástí 

každodenní popové kultury v Číně. 

V další části teoretické části jsou popsány konkrétní adaptace pořadu Got Talent. 

Je popsán celý tento globální formát a jeho historie a světový úspěch. Jsou představeny 

obě dvě adaptované verze, CHGT a BGT se svými charakteristickými rysy. Specifika 

západních a východních adaptačních charakteristik jsou zmíněna a z toho vyplývající 

potřeba uzpůsobení potřeb pro diváky tohoto pořadu a potřeba dodržení zásad 

kulturních hodnot specifického území, aby se prodloužila délka úspěšnosti pořadu. 

Schopnost Číny zkombinovat zahraniční elementy s těmi čínskými je zřejmá a práce 
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tímto jasně odmítá teorie dominantní diktující západní kultury, která utlačuje pasivního 

příjemce. 

V praktické části byla vybraná metodologie neprve popsána a dále byly určeny 

její potenciální silné a slabé stránky. Vybrané metodologické postupy obsahují 

kvalitativní analýzu prostřednictvím hloubkových rozhovorů s čínskými státními 

příslušníky v ČLR a ve Velké Británii. Dále byla provedena komparativní analýza obou 

adaptací a základní tematická analýza vybraných sociálních sítí Baidu, QQ a Weibo. 

Hlavním výzkumným záměrem je rozpoznání diváckých zkušeností a názorů týkajících 

se pořadu CHGT v Číně a analýza divácké recepce tohoto pořadu. Dále se autorka 

rovněž rozhodla dotazovat na obecné tendence týkající se celebrit a popové kultury v 

Číně. Skupina Číňanů ve Velké Británii byla využita ke srovnání jako kontrolní 

skupina.  

Co se týče zajímavých poznatků z hloubkových rozhovorů skupiny v Číně, lze 

říci, že tomuto pořadu již není věnována tak velké pozornost veřejnosti, což je 

samozřejmé neboť již nějakou dobu není ve vysílání. Porota je velmi důležitým 

podněcujícím stimulem pro sledování tohoto pořadu na základě odpovědí velké části 

respondentů. Spatřují porotce jako jakési experty v této oblasti a domnívají se, že 

mohou rovněž udávat trendy, což je zřejmé z některých komentářů na sociálních 

médiích. Z rozhovorů rovněž vyplynulo, že dotazovaní již nemají zájem sledovat celý 

pořad, ale aktivně si vyhledávají obsahy, které je zajímají a sledují tak pouze některá 

videa. Většina odpovědí, které byly shromážděny ohledně pořadu CHGT, byly nejasné a 

vágní. Toto je částečně způsobeno tím, že tento pořad už není moderní a byl dávno 

nahrazen velkým počtem jiných reality talentových pořadů. Druhým důvodem je také 

to, že právě čínští respondenti mohou mít pocit, že na otázku může existovat pouze 

správná a špatná odpověď, což v tomto případě není možné. Z tohoto důvodu také 

mohli mít zábrany, co se týče otevřených úvah a svých domněnek, protože nechtěli 

vypadat „neznale“ a jako někdo, kdo nezná správnou odpověď.  

Nejdůležitějšími regionálními vlivy pro Číňany v ČLR co se týká celebrit, se 

kterými se setkávali když dospívali, byly hlavně Hong Kong, Korea a Taiwan, 

především v letech 90, 2000. Západní celebrity nebyly tak důležitým vlivem pro většinu 

z nich, a tyto začaly figurovat až později například když začli chodit na univerzitu atd. 

Všichni zmiňovali, že v dnešní době mají všichni přístup k západní kultuře a někteří 

dokonce měli pocit, že západní kultura je všude. Opět zmiňovali, že aktivně vyhledávají 

obsahy, které jsou pro ně zajímavé a někteří dokonce podnikají takové kroky, jako 
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například instalace VPN proxy systémů, aby se mohli dostat také ke stránkám a 

obsahům, které by jinak byly cenzurované. Někteří z nich říkali, že k západní kultuře 

vzhlížejí, a že to může ovlivnit i některé jejich aktivity jako například nákupní návyky. 

Většina z nich se shodovala na tom, že nepodnikají žádné zvláštní aktivity fanoušků, 

protože se na to buď cítí moc staře nebo je to prostě a jednoduše nezajímá. Velmi 

zajímavé bylo to, že ať už se to týkalo celebrit ze západu nebo z Číny, lidé zmiňovali, že 

velmi důležitými vlastnostmi jsou moudrost, dobré morální zásady a pozitivní image na 

veřenosti. Většina lidí se shodla na tom, že CHGT není celonárodní fenomén, ale že 

tomu tak mohlo být v minulosti. Věštinou však zmiňovali, že těchto pořadů je příliš 

mnoho, a že si je často pletou a zaměňují je.  

Většina lidí spatřovala tento pořad pouze jako druh zábavy a krácení volné 

chvíle a považovala za pozitivní, že dává lidem rovnocennou šanci na úspěch. Nikdo 

z dotazovaných se nikdy sám neúčastnil hlasování v CHGT a považovali politické volby 

ve srovnání s hlasováním v CHGT, jako něco naprosto odlišného. Většinou to nechtěli 

dále přliš rozebírat, ale několik lidí řeklo, že hlasování v CHGT probíhá na základě 

svobodné vůle a že kdokoli má možnost výsledek ovlivnit, na rozdíl od voleb v ČLR. 

Někteří lidé zmiňovali, že tento pořad je relevantní k jejich kultuře tím způsobem, že 

nejrůznější tradiční umělecké disciplíny figurují v pořadu CHGT. Co see týče 

národnosti, odpovědi byly vágní. Někteří lidé však uznali, že národnost je důležitým 

faktorem ve snaze ukázat diverzitu a jiní řekli, že není důležitá v tom ohledu, že se 

může zúčastnit kdokoli. Někteří si všimli, že někteří účastníci byli z jiných etnických 

menšin, ale většina z dotazovaných si nemohla vzpomenout. Nikdo z nich si nemohl 

vzpomenout na žádné talentové disciplíny nebo vítěze, ale když jim byla poskytnuta 

vodítka, někteří si vzpomněli na pianistu Liu Wei. Většina z nich sleduje novinky o 

celebritách na čínských mediálních kanálech, nejčasteji na Weibo a QQ, a důvodem 

bylo to, že jim připadají bližší. 

Jenom pro kontrast, skupina respondentů ve Velké Británii byla daleko lépe 

obeznámena se západními celebritami i v době kdy dospívali a během dětství. 

Spatřovali BGT jako celonárodní fenomén, ale mnoho z nich na pořad pohlíželo velmi 

kriticky a nezamlouval se jim. Mysleli si, že pořad je velmi povrchní a že je pro lidi, 

kteří touží po pozornosti. Přibližně polovina lidí užívá produkty čínské populární 

kultury pravidelně a mnoho z nich má nostalgické vazby na čínské celebrity z dob jejich 

dětství. Pro většinu z nich byly čínské celebrity o poznání důležitější a vlastnosti, které 

od nich očekávají byly velmi podobné odpovědím lidí z první skupiny. Hlasování 
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v BGT pro ně nepředstavovalo žádnou zvláštní příležitost a porovnávali to k pocitům 

z normálních voleb v politice. Mnoho z nich spatřovalo osobní příběhy jako způsob a 

prostředek manipulace pořadu směrem k divákům. Toto je v přímém rozporu 

s příkladem komentářů na sociálních médiích, kde diváci v ČLR jsou velmi dojati a 

pohnuti těmito osobními příběhy jako je například mongolský sirotek, bezruký pianista, 

tanečník farmář nebo cizinec zpívající “červené” komunistické písně. 

Jak již bylo v teoretické části zmíněno, západní normativní přístup by se neměl 

využívat k posuzování a analýze čínské populární kultury, jelikož to je stále se 

rozvíjející a specická oblast plná překvapení, dvojznačností a zasahujících globálních, 

lokálních a národních vlivů. Stejné lze říci i s ohledem na shromážděné poznatky, 

neexistuje žádná černo-bílá odpověď týkající se míry westernizace čínské populární 

kultury. Dokonce v této malé skupině lidí je diverzita odpovědí a názorů  obrovská. 

Když se zabýváme čínskou populární kulturou, měli bychom se vyvarovat 

zjednodušených rychlých závěrů. Ano, čínská populární kultura je ovlivňovaná 

západem do jisté míry, ale je rovněž ovlivňovaná mnoha jinými faktory a co je 

nejdůležitější, vyvíjí své vlastní významné a unikátní prostředí populární kultury, které 

naopak ovlivňuje zdánlivě „sterilní“ západní globální formáty. Číňané vytvářejí svou 

vlastní globalizovanou verzi pop kultury s národními elementy vlastní výroby a invence. 
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